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( Thirty-Ton Swinging Crane. 

During a visit to the shops of the J. Mor- 
ton-Poole Compauy a short time since, our 
attention was attracted by a new swinging 
crane in the foundry, which 
seemed to possess so many points 
of excellence in design, and to 
work so quietly and efficiently, 
that we have no doubt our en- 
graving of it, made from a photo- 
graph, together with a short 
description of its special features, 
will prove interesting to our 
readers, especially in view of the 
rapidly increasing use of cranes 

in our American shops and 
foundries, and the consequent 
general interest taken in the sub- 
ject by engineers, mechanics, and 
shop owners. 

This crane was built by Wm. 
Seliers & Co., Incorporated, 
Philadelphia, Pa., and is of 30 
tops’ capacity, 26 feet high, 
with 27 feet effective radius ; 
though they are of course built 
of various proportions to suit the 
requirements of any given Case. 
The post and jib form one con- 
tinuous, riveted, wrought-iron 
structure, consisting of parallel 
trussed beams so united and tied 
together as to form compound 
trussed beams; a special feature 
of this crane being the fact that 
not ouly the post, but the jib as 
well, is in reality a compound 
beam ; the trolley running upon 
rails secured to angles attached to 
the inside, and near the bottom of 
the upper members, so as not to 
interfere with cross-tying over the 
top, which is done in the same 
manner as shown upon the post, 
the object being to give the jib 
lateral rigidity and strength. 
When it is remembered that a 
weight of 80 tons, suspended at 

feet from the center, 
may at any time need to be swung 
a point 27 

around one way or the other, at 
the rate of two revolutions per 
minute, the importance of this 
feature will be appreciated ; and, 
in fact, cranes have failed on ac- 
count of lateral weakness of the 

jib. It will be noticed, also, that 
the construction is such, that any- 
thing suspended from the hook 
can be brought in quite close to 

the center, there being no brace 
to interfere. 

this particular crane is steam 
driven, there being a= small 
double vertical engine attached 
lo the post, which does not show 
in the engraving, being behind 
the gearing. The steam pipe leading to 
it is shown at the side, and comes down 

ugh the pintle. When it is desired 
lrive the crane from a shaft. instead 

of by an engine, a vertical shaft is brought 
down through the pintle, and, by means 
0! bevel gears, imparts motion to the shaft, to 
Which, in this instance, the cranks of the 
Civine are attached. 

lo the back of the post and about midway 
ts height in this instance, is attached a 

lrame of cast-iron, which carries the mechan 
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ism for producing the various motions of the faced gear-wheels both run loose upon their 
crane, the design being such that this part of | shafts, to which, however, they may be con- 
the crane can be constructed independently, nected by friction clutches of special con- 
and afterwards attached to the post ; a plan struction. The same is true of the remain- 
which not only has its advantages in con- ing four gears which are between the boxes, 

“
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THIRTY-TON SWINGING CRANE. 

struction, but makes the mechanism easily and upon the shafts composing this group. 
accessible and in plain view. Any one of the Of the two gears on the engine shaft, one 
shafts may be removed without disturbing the meshes into the middle gear of the left hand 
others. train, and the other into the lower gear of the 

It will be-noticed that there are five shafts | right hand train; it is hence evident that the 
attached to this frame, and, on the middle two trains will revolve in opposite directions, 
one of the three composing the upper group, | and that each shaft will have at one side a 
there is seen at the right a wide-faced gear. gear running in a direction opposite to that 
On the shaft below it and at the opposite side | at the other side, with either of which it may 
is seen a second wide-faced gear. These two be connected by one or the other of the fric 
gears are driven by gears which are keyed to | tion clutches. It will be neticed that no one 
the crank-shaft of the engine. These wide-| of this group of shafts is ever driven by 

AND BLACKSMITHS. 
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power which -is transmitted through any 
other shaft of the group, from which fact it 
is evident that any two, or all three of them, 
may be driven simultaneously, in either di- 
rection, entirely independent of each other, 

and that the motion of any one 
of them may be reversed without 
affecting the others. 

The function of the upper one 
is to move the trolley in or out, 
For this purpose it drives, by 
means of bevel gears, the upper 
vertical shaft, from which motion 
is transmitted to the drum at the 
top of the post, about which the 
racking chain passes. The chain 
passes around this drum and over 
a sheave at the outer extremity of 
the jib. When the trolley is be 
ing racked in or out, the chain is 
wound in on one side of the 

drum, and paid out at the other. 
There is, in cranes of this type, 

a small moment of friction tend 
ing to move the trolley inwards 
when hoisting, and, to overcome 
this, a small friction brake is 
placed at the end of this (upper) 
shaft, which, whenever the 
clutches are thrown out, is auto 
matically applied and prevents 
the movement of the trolley from 
this cause, 

The next shaft below, drives, 
by means of the bevel gears 
shown, the lower vertieal shaft, 
which passes down to the base, 
where it connects with gearing, 
not shown, for swinging the crane, 

The next lower shaft has, keyed 
to its right hand extremity, a small 
spur gear, which drives the larger 
one below, and its shaft. On this 
latter shaft is a pinion (which 
does not appear in the cut, being 
obscured by the friction clutch), 
and also a spur gear at the right. 
Kither the pinion or the gear 
may be connected to the shaft 
by means of friction clutches, and 
they both connect with spur gears 
keyed to the next lower shaft, 
upon which there is also a pinion 
which drives the large spur gear 
Wheel, which is attached to the 
hoisting drum. It is thus seen 
that the drum can be driven at 
two different speeds, since either 
the pinion or the spur gear can be 
connected by means of their re 
spective clutches. The ratio of 
the year to the pinion, and conse 
quently of the one motion to the 
other, is 5 to 1. There is no in- 
termediate position for the lever 
controlling these last mentioned 
clutches, and one or the other of 
them must consequently be in 

action at all times. 
Upon the shaft immediately above the 

hoisting drum, and between the two gears, is 
a self-acting retaining clutch, which makes it 
impossible for the load to run down, and, be- 
ing between the friction clutches and the 
drum, it precludes the possibility of accidents 
arising from the failure of the former to act, 
or from the inattention of the operator. 

The gripping surfaces of the friction 
clutches are not conical, but flat, the object 
‘being to allow for some slipping of the 
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clutches in starting to avoid the sudden 
shocks which might otherwise take place, and 
to admit of some limited variations of speed 
when required. The flat gripping surfaces 
and other special features of the clutches al- 
low this, without risk of injury or undue 
wear. Small toggle joint levers are used for 
throwing the clutch in or out of gear, the 
levers being operated by collars placed mid- 
way between each pair, and sliding on the 
shaft. 
the small rods seen entering the ends of the 

These collars are moved by means of 

shafts at the right, which reach into the shafts 
far enough to be connected to the collars by 
pins which pass through slots made for the 
purpose, 
The thorough the 

clutches, shaft journals, etc., is provided for 
by drilling into the center of the shafts and 
plugging up the ends at one side so as to form 
oil reservoirs which are fed from the oil cups 

From 
gears and clutches on that side are supplied, 
while chambers formed around the rods in 
the other ends of the shafts perform the same 
office for that side, the rods being packed at 
each end to prevent the escape of oil. 

The hand levers for controlling the various 
motions are all brought close together, and 
are so located that the operator standing by 
them is in full view of the load at all times. 

All gears machine cut, and the crane 
works with admirable smoothness and ab- 
sence of noise. 

It will hoist 80 tons 6 feet per minute, 
or 6 tons 30 feet per minute, swings at the 
rate of 2 revolutions per minute and racks in 
and out 55 feet per minute. 

oiling of all gears, 

on the boxes. these reservoirs the 

are 
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An Improved Method for Finding the 
Diameters of Cone and Step Pulleys. 

By C, A. Smiru, PAwTuckeEt, R. I. 

FROM A PAPER READ AT THE SCRANTON 
MEETING OF THE MECHANICAL ENGINEERS. 

The diameters of cone and step pulleys 
must have certain relations to each other in 
order to make the belt run on them under the 
same amount of tension in all positions on 
the pulley. To determine these diameters 
correctly is the object of this paper. 
GRAPHICAL METHOD FOR CONE PULLEYS 

WITH OPEN BELT. 
Case 1.— When the Greatest Belt Angle does 

not Exceed 18°. 
1. Referring to Figs. 36 and 37: Lay off 

the center distance, C or HF, and draw the 
circles, D, and d,, equal to the first pair of 
pulleys, which are always previously deter- 
mined by known conditions. 

2. Draw the line /// tangent to the circles 
D, and d,. 

3. From the point B, midway between # 
and F’, erect BG perpendicular to LF. 

4. Locate the point G by making BG 
.314 C ; that is, multiply the center line, #F, 
by .314, and the product will be the height, 
BG, sought. 

5. With G asa center, draw a 
to the line HZ. Generally this circle 

will be on the outside of the belt line ///, as 
shown in Fig. 36. When the center line C 

is short and the first pulleys D, and d, are 
large, the circle will fall on the inside of the 
belt line, as shown in Fig. 37. 

6. The belt line of any other pair of pul- 
leys must be tangent to the circle G ; hence 
any line, as JA or LM, drawn tangent to the 
circle G, will give the diameters D,, d, or 
D,, d, of the pulleys drawn tangent to these 
lines from the centers F and F. 

circle tan- 
gent 

7. To find any pair of diameters which 
will give any desired 

D 
( 

velocity ratio, let 

; thatis, 7 is the ratio obtained by 

dividing the larger diameter by the smaller 
one, or by dividing the larger of the desired 
speeds of the shafts by the speed of the other 
one, Locate the point A or M by making 
1 ’ CU’ A 

EK or FM 73 that is, subtract one 
— 

from the desired ratio 7, and divide the center 
distance C by the remainder ; the quotient 
will be the distance from # or F'to a point 
K or M. From this point draw the line A./ 
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drawn tangent to this line with Z and 
centers will give the desired velocity 1 
of the shafts H and F. 

8. When the velocity ratio is near to 
in which case the belt angle, A, is sma the 
point K falls so far away from F# that © | 
comes very inconvenient, or impossil)| | 
make use of this point A. In that cas. th, 
following method will be available : 
Use a centrolinead, shown in Fig. ; 

improvise one, as shown in Fig. 39, by 
ening a piece of tracing material toa stry |) 
edge and drawing the lines OP and P\ Jy 
find the location of the points V, O an Pp 

make EN = HO= v . 
10 (r— 1)’ 

tenth of the distance LA, Figs. 36, 37, as « 

in rule 7. Now make £P \ 

that i 

lated above 

and draw the lines through the points .\ Pp 
0. On the diagram of the pulleys, as in 
38, lay off the points V and O from ‘he 
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or ML tangent to the circle G. The circles 

are ? ah small pulley, making #N and HO the Y 
Fig. 53 Sf Z : 

as those distances in Fig. 39 or 40. Noy 
place the centrolinead, Fig. 39 or 40, uon 

: the diagram, Fig. 38, so that the line .V/? 
incides with the point V, Fig. 38; the |ine 
OP with the point O, and the line or ox 
PQ tangent to the circle G, as shown in | 

Oo 38. This gives the location of the belt line, 
—— PQ, to which the circles from the centers 

and #’ are drawn tangent to give the pulley 
diameters of the desired ratio, 7. 

Fig. 39 If one-tenth of LK, Figs 36 and 87, shovld 
be too large to get on the drawing board, 
then any other convenient fractional part of 
EK may be taken for EAN, Figs. 39 and 40, 
remembering, however, that the same j 
tional part of EN, Figs. 39 and 40, should he 
taken for EP. In other words, EN, Fis 
38, 39 and 40, must be a mean proportional 
between ELA, Figs. 36 and 37, and HP, Figs. 
39 and 40. 

9. When the ratio, 7, is unity, the belt line 
will be drawn parallel to the center line /F 
and tangent to the circle G, and its distance 
from the line #F' will be half the diameter of 
the pulleys. 
Case IT.— When the Greatest Belt Angle Liex 

Betireen 18° and 30°. 
Not more than 18° of are of the directing 

circle G, Figs. 386 and 37, should be used on 
each side of the vertical line BG. When the 
cone pulleys are so proportioned that the belt 
angle A becomes greater than 18°, then the 
directing circle (or curve in this case) should 
be composed of two circular arcs on each side 
of the vertical line BG. We will only show 
the directing curve in this case, somewhat 
distorted in Figs. 41, 42 and 48, for the pur 
pose of showing the different parts distinct|\ 

Corresponding points and lines are designated 
by the same letters in all the diagrams, for 
convenience in making comparisons. — De 
scription of one diagram applies equally to 
the others. 

10. The process in this case is the same :is 
in Case I, with the exception of a slight 
modification in rules 4 and 5. In addition 
the point G, as located by rule 4, locat 
another point m, Figs. 41, 42 and 48, 
making Bm = .298C. 
grams, the two points G and m may fall o 
side the belt line ///, Fig. 41, correspondi: 
to Fig. 36, or they may fall inside, Fig. 4 
corresponding to Fig. 37, or they may fall: 
opposite sides of the belt line, as indicated 
Fig. 48. Although the appearance of t! 
diagram is quite different in each of | 
three cases, the principle and process is t 

As seen in these d 

same. 
11. Having drawn the first belt line ///, 

in rules 1 and 2, proceed as follows :—If 
angle of HJ, Figs. 41, 42 and 43, is less th 

7'WS tangent to it fr 
the Now draw a straight lin 
| SU, tangent to this arc, WS, making 
jangle of 18° with the line of centers, / 
| Tangent to this line, SU, draw another ar 
| UX, from the center m. These two ar 
WS and UX, constitute the directing cury 

| 18° describe the are 
center G. 

and may be duplicated on the opposite si: 
of BG, WT and YJ, if desirable, but is » 

| necessary. 
If the first belt angle is greater than 18 

then the process is reversed ; that is, the fir 
arc is drawn tangent to the belt line from t] 

lcenter m instead of G ; the line SU draw 
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tangent to this are at an angle of 18° and the | 

«ond are, SW, is drawn tangent to this line | 

from the center G. 
he principle is, that all belt lines with an 

le smaller than 18° are tangent to the arc 

‘ from the center G, while for all belt 

les greater than 18° the belt line should | 

b. tangent to the are UX, whose center is at 

The complete construction is shown in 

f 44, whichis drawn to scale from example | 
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discussion on the forego- 
the follow- 

During the 
ing, Prof. John E. Sweet read 
|ing : 

As my name has been used in this paper 
now before us for discussion, I feel justified 
in stating, as a matter of history, that the 
method illustrated in Fig. 48 of Mr. Smith’s 
paper was, so far as I know, first used by 
myself in repairing a foot lathe for Prof. 
Wing, in 1873 or ’4, and published with illus- 
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] 
usually met with in practice, believe the | 
method to be a practical one. | 

While it is true the method does not hold | 
good in an imaginary extreme case, if no| 
one wants to use the extreme Case, or so | 
seldom as to be the exception, it is not worth | 
while to lumber up our minds with so much to 
get the two or three fractions of an inch, when 
the workman will cut two or three inches off | 
the belt, if he discovers it a little loose. 

termining the size of pulleys ; it is practically 
correct within quite the ordinary limits, and 
only runs astray when one has very little use 
for it. 

This simple diagram, Fig. 48 of Mr. 
Smith’s paper, is, for one who has his draw- 
ing tools at hand, one of the most ready 
ways to determine the length of a belt. The 
length of the belt in the case shown, and 
necessarily for any pair of pulleys, is simply 
twice the distance #, F, and the circum- 

|. The step pulleys corresponding to this 

example are shown in Fig. 58, and the cone 

pulleys in Fig. 54. | 
‘he method seems much more complicated | 

from the description than it really is, and it | 
sa great deal more space and time to ex- 

pliin than to practice it. The work of lay- 
ing out the diagram and finding the diame- 
t is really quite simple when the different 
steps are once fixed in the mind. 

RAPHICAL METHOD FOR CONE PULLEYS 
WITH CROSSED BELT. 

he solution for crossed belts is usually very 
simple by the arithmetical process, but the 
following graphical method is very conve- 
nent, 

Having determined the first pair of | 
diameters D, and d,, from known conditions, 
lay off the line AB, Fig. 45, equal to the 
um of these diameters; that is, A// being | 

equal to the diameter of the large pulley and 
HP the small one. 

Draw the line CB at right angles to AB, 
and erect the perpendicular HG at any con- 
venient distance, GB = a, from B. 

Lay off the point C, the distance CG =| 
being obtained by multiplying the distance a | 
by the desired, velocity ratio, 7, of the next 
pair of pulleys. 

1. Connect A and C by astraight line. This | 
will determine the intersection #. The lines | 
Gk = BF and FA are the diameters of the | 
pulleys sought, having the desired ratio, 7, 
and will work properly with the first pair, | 
Bll and HA. Any number of steps may | 

determined. The line CA must al- | 
be drawn from the point _A, | 

wherever the location of the point C may be. 
Fig. 46 shows the complete solution of a 

thus be 
ways same 

pair of cone pulleys for crossed belt, shown 
in Fig. 47, D, and d, being each 10” and 
the velocity ratios 1, 2, 3 and 4. | 

ORIGIN, AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE PREs-| = [gm 

ENT METHOD. 

The subject of cone pulleys seems to be 
more or less of a mystery to most mechanics. | 
Outside of our own experience we can find 
plenty of evidence of this in the queries 
which repeatedly appear on the subject in 
technical journals. That the subject is really 
a difficult one, is evidenced by the fact that 
nearly all writers who have treated the sub 
ject’ give us rules and formule which are so 
limited in their application, or so inaccurate | 
in their results, that they are of little or no 

practical use whatever. 
\s faras I can trace the development of 

the present method, it seems to have origi 
hated with a Mr. Otto Fuchs, of Boston. 
lhe substance of his method is given in Fig. 

1s, HF being laid off to the correct center a __ 
distance, C, and the circles representing the HOLL {\| | 
pulleys are drawn with such diameters as te 

| make all the belt lines pass through the 
nt Gon the line G B; B being midway 
ween # and #. This method was pub- 
ied in the AMERICAN Macuintst of Feb. 
I881, and republished by Prof. John 
Sweet in the paper of Sept. 17, 

‘1. This latter publication attracted my 
same 

ntion, and I became sufficiently in 
sted in the same to work up several 
mples and calculate the belt length for 
ry step, to see how near they all agreed. 
und considerable discrepancy—more than 
ild be allowable in practice. By study- 
the belt lengths thus obtained, I noticed 

t it would be in the right direction to ob 
closer. approximations, if all the belt 

year. 
of fact, that in that 

tration in the American Artisan of the same | 
I would also like to state, as a matter | 

lathe, which was of the 

s were made to come tangent to a circle 
some curve), instead of passing through 
oint as in Fig, 48. The question then 

, if a circle will answer, how must it be 
ited. 

study of this question 
and what should be 

resulted in 
its radius ? 

a 

ordinary sort, the actual variation in the 
length of the belt when the size of pulleys 
was determined, by my method, was only 
io inch from the length when de- 
termined mathematically. 
%, of an inch in a belt some nine feet in 
length is entirely within practical limits, and 

of an 
This variation of | 

ference of a circle of which B@ is the ra 
dius, 

I wish to add in conclusion this question : 
If this simple method is sufficiently accurate 

| for all practical purposes, is it best to ham 
| per it with additional refinementé, when the 
results of these additions are sure to cause 
those who might profit by it to throw it 

| aside altogether ? 

| 38-inch Lathe. 

On this page we present an engraving of a 
38-in. lathe, recently added to the list of tools 

| built by Lodge, Davis & Co., Cincinnati, O. 
| The engraving makes its construction as well 
as its general appearance quite plain, render- 
ing an extended description unnecessary. 
There are, however, some special points to 

| Which the builders call 
| Amongst these is the depth of bed, with lib 

our attention. 

eral amount of metal in the upper and lower 

| portions especially, and having the two sides 
| tied together by diagonal braces crossing cach 
| other ; the object being to secure rigidity in 
| a" : ° 
| resisting torsional as well as other strains. 
| 
| The head-stock has a bearing upon, and is 
bolted securely to the bed throughout its 
length, instead of at the ends only, and the 

| 

ee : : ; 
| inside web is carried up as near as possible to 
| the back bearing, which has to resist the 
| thrust. The spindles are of steel, the main 
| bearing being 53.x 9 inches, and the back 

The tail-stock also 
| has a bearing on the bed itsentire length, and 
|is clamped by four bolts. 
in handling it is provided with the crank 

| bearing 5 x 74 inches. 

For convenience 

handle shown, by means of which, in con 

use of for moving it. In addition to the in- 
herent stiffness of the saddle, the apron is se 

| cured toit in such a manner as to still further 
! . . 
| stiffen it. 
toe . . . . 
| feed at any angle, in either direction. 

| 
| 
| 
| : ; a . 
| nection with a pinion, the feed-rack is made 
| | 
| | 

The compound rest has automatic 
There 

|is also automatic cross-feed, these two feeds 
| being so arranged that one cannot interfere 
| with the other. The feed-rod may be driven 
| by gearing when desired, so that feeds can be 
obtained ranging from 100 per inch to 5 per 
inch, in either carriage or cross-feeds. No 

| worm gear is used in the carriage apron, The 
feed-rack is of steel, cut. A stop is provided 
for automatically disengaging the feed at any 

The lead screw, as in predetermined point, 
|all lathes built by this firm, is inside the bed, 
|immediately under the inside Y and nearest 
‘the point of resistance. The nut is in two 
parts, which close upon it in the usual man 

| ner, working in a box, which forms a sup 
port for the screw as well. The screw is of 

steel, and geared to cut from 12 threads per 
inch to one thread in twoinches, The nut, as 

| well as all manipulations of the feed, includ- 
ing their reversal, is operated from the front 
of the carriage, special attention having been 
paid to ease and convenience of handling. A 
steady rest, not shown, accompanies the 
lathe, having four jaws, and being propor 
tioned in keeping with the general design of 

ih " the lathe. has tight and loose 

i i pulleys, 24 inches in diameter fora 4-inch 
should run 100 

Countershaft 

belt, and revolutions per | 
igre WN i ii 

made with various lengths 
The 

The lathes are 

The case appears to me to be similar to the | of beds, advancing by 2 feet up to 24. 

Watts parallel motion. weight, with 12-foot bed, is 12,000 Ibs. 

tion is not absolutely correct, but in the case | 

| where it is used in the Richards indicator, it | 

is so nearly correct that any possible error | 

arising from its imperfection is infinitely /2" x 4” Corliss engine, built at the Industrial 
Iron Works, Kansas City. The photographs less than dozens of other errors occurring in | 
show it to be a perfect machine, well pro 

We do not suppose 

It is true that mo- | 

Pe 

We are in receipt of two photographs of a 

the use of the instrument. 

The peculiarity of the parallel motion in| portioned in all respects. Wedon ) 

‘that it is very nearly correct for quite a dis- | that the intention is to build Corliss engines 

tance, and ee diverges very abruptly, and of this size, although we are informed that 
hod published in the AMERICAN Ma as a foot lathe is almost as extreme a case of 

variation in sizes and Nist of Feb. 25, 1882. preat angles as is! it appears to be so with this system of de-| this engine is working satisfactorily. 



The Bullock-Corliss Engine. 

We present on this page, and on page 5, 
engravings representing the Corliss engine, 
recently brought out by the Bullock Manu- 
facturing Co., Chicago, Il. 

While 
spection of the engravings will show some 

essentially a 

departure in the details of construction. In 
the bed, for example, the center web has been 
abandoned for a design which, it is claimed, 
gives greater stiffness for an equal amount of 
metal. The part of the frame containing the 
bored guides is of tubular form, the top and 
bottom guides being tied together at each end 
by a continuation of the guide tube, forming 
an ellipticaMopening for access to the cross- 
head. 
The reach, or part of the frame connecting 

the guides to the pillow block, it will also be 
seen, is not of the conventional form. It is 

that a drawn 
through the back part of the guide tube, to 
the front part of the pillow block, falls in the 
flat front 
for taking up the up and down strains due to 

so. constructed straight line 

side of the reach. This provides 

Corliss engine, an in- 

AMERICAN 

small clearance spaces, with large steam and 
exhaust passages, the exhaust passages being 
separated from the cylinder, to avoid con- 
densation by the cooling effect of the exhaust 
steam. 

The crosshead is practically solid, with such 
an adjustment of shoes as to preserve solidity. 
The center of the crosshead pin is in the 

plane of the center of the shoes, thus avoid- 
ing the tendency to straining and breaking the 
piston rod. 

The center support under the frame is 
made adjustable, so that unequal settling of 
the foundation can be compensated for as far 

That is, this 
support can be adjusted to perform its proper 
as this support is concerned. 

function as often as may be desirable. 
The piston is packed with spring snap ring 

packing, and the piston rod is of steel. 
The design of the connecting rod is clearly 

shown in the engraving. The crosshead end 
has the familiar wedge block, having the 

that the thrust on the 
straight and square. Plain shims may be 
used for taking up wear. The crank-pin 
end of the rod is of the ‘‘ marine” type. 

feature brasses is 
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Mixing Iron in the Foundry. 

By Davip SPENCE. 

For twelve years I have given special at- 
tention to mixing iron in the foundry. For 
a time I was a great advocate of Scotch iron 
as a softener—such brands as Coltness, Sum- 
merlee, Clyde, Shots 
Langloan—but of late years I have changed 

Glengarnock, and 

my opiuion in regard to this, and have come 
to the conclusion that we have iron in our own 
country that can be used as successfully as 
any Scotch iron. Such brands as Mary, 
Brier Hill, Hubbard, South Pittsburgh, Se- 
wane, Alice, Alice Rockwood, South Easton, 
and a great many other irons, produce a 
much cleaner and sounder casting than the 
Scotch brands of iron. All the above brands 
are a good iron for use when softness is re- 
quired. Now if you want to add strength to 
these brands, use such brands of Lake Su- 
perior as National and other strong brands 
that are made there, and you add strength to 
your other iron. 

A great many foundries pay but very little 

gether as softeners. For the last six mo 
I have been using iron made in the Stat 
New York with good results. 

It is leading thing in 
foundries to find out what is the best mix 
for different kinds of work. Ina mac! 
shop doing steam engine work, a close, | 
grained iron is wanted, and still is not 
hard to work. Cylinders require an 
that is close and will wear well. Pulley: 
quire a soft iron that will finish easily an 

from blow-holes. 

becoming a 

free Piano plates req 
a good, strong iron, that does not shrink 
much. 

A shop doing tool work requires the sou 

est of iron, and from blow-holes. 
foundry doing steam fittings and valves 
quires an iron 

free 

that can be threaded qui 
and still is sound and free from blow-hol 

In some shops I have been in, I have sex 
great deal of time and money lost from }. 
mixtures of iron. For instance, a steam \ 
inder is cast from poor mixture of iron 
is sent to the machine shop to be bored o 
and after a good deal of time is spent in ¢ 
ting it in the lathe, and a half day’s work 

| 

ii | | tht 

| 

the weight, and to the thrust of the connect 
ing rod in the broad front web of the frame. 
It also provides for resisting bending strains, 
due to the fact that the center of the pillow 
block is not on the center line of the engine, 
by the two top and bottom webs of the box 
girder. These top 
and bottom webs, 
as will be observ ee | 
ed, start at the = 
pillow block and 
extend to the sides 
of the guide tubes { 
where the cylin 
ders bolt on. 
The pillow block [ ( ) y 

is cast in box sec- \S -s 

tion, and the bear- 
ings are fitted with 4 | 

ra THE 

The 
form, 

of the hook 
blocks. 

cight true edges, allowing of 

releasing mechanism is 
having square steel These 

blocks give 
eight changes before new ones are re- 
quired, 

The dash-pots have the large, or cushion 

3ULLOCK-C ORLISS ENGINE. 

attention to the mixing of their iron, and, asa 
result, keep no record of their cast, and very 
few foundries make test bars to try their iron. 
If asked how strong their iron was running, 
it could not be told. For years I have kept 
a book with the results of daily heats taken, 

more is spent in boring it, it is found to | 
bad, and after a close examination it is four 
to be bad from a poor mixture of iron. B 
the moulder has to take the blame of the ba 
casting, then he puts the blame on the co! 
maker, when the whole blame is in the mi 

ture of iron used 
S And yet the for 

e man of the foun 
egemenan a - ry is not to blam: - : 

because he us: 
5) (O) O) the brands of ir 

that are furnishe 
ae ‘ 

him to use, 

——_ 

\ 

the usual cheeks, 
babbitted, ham 
mered and 
out. In all sizes, from 18 
frame is bolted to the pillow 

bored 
diameter up, the 

block ; 
smaller sizes the pillow block is cast in one 

in the 

piece with the frame. 
The cylinder is bolted to the frame in the 

usual manner. It is designed so as to give 

PLAN VIEW OF 

parts, at the bottom, and the vacuum pot 

In the 
design of these engines the employment of 
above, thus preserving symmetry, 

high steam pressures, as in the instance of 
compounding, has been provided for by strong 

construction, and large wearing surfaces 

> N\ 

Uly 

BULLOCK-CORLISS ENGINE. 
Section A.B, 

and it is very satisfactory to have such books 
to refer to. 

In mixing iron for strong castings, I advo 
cate using one-third scrap as a refiner, and 
also using a good flux, 
I have used Ohio 

For the last six years 
and Southern irons alto 

evidence, 

A great deal « 
trouble 
saved by watchil 

mixture al 
noting the resul 

can | 

our 

in the quality « 
castings, 

— 
In discussing the question of the probabi 

ty of there being a deposit of coal in tl 

Thames valley and under the city of Lo 
don, of which there seems to be considerab 

Martineau & Smith's Hardirva 

Trade Journal recalls some interesting fa 

DecemBer 1, 1848 
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connected with its earliest use in that city, as 
fo ilows : 

When coal was first introduced into London 
i fuel, very serious objection was taken to 

iis use. It appears that in the beginning of 
fourteenth century, brewers and smiths 

the city, finding the high price of wood 
pressing hardly upon their returns, resolved 
t) make some experiments with coal, but im- 
mediately an outcry was raised against them 
). persons living near the breweries and 

ves, the king was petitioned, and a law 
s passed prohibiting the burning of coal 

within the city. Those who tried it, how- 
ever, found the new fuel to be so much superior 

wood, that they persisted in its use. But 
determined were the Government to sup- 

press What was regarded as an intolerable 
nuisance, that a law was passed making the 
burning of coal in London a capital offense ; 
and it is recorded that one man at least was 
executed under that law. It would appear 
that the ladies were most bitterly opposed to 

use of coal for domestic purposes. They 
considered the smoke to be ruinous to their 
complexions, and would not attend parties 

‘ at houses in which the objectionable fuel was 
d. Some persons went the length of re- 

fusing to eat food of any kind that had been 
cooked on a coal fire. 

Thus it is seen how prone is mankind to 
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outside lever type, and there will be one valve 
22" in diameter at the bottom of each cyl- 
inder, three 14’ valves at the top of each cyl- 
inder, and one 14” valve at the top of each 
balance cylinder for balancing each valve, 
and its attachments. These snifting valves 
will not be attached to any of the cylinder 
heads, but will be bolted to hubs cast on the 
bodies of the cylinders, these hubs being faced 
and drilled for four 3” bolts. The stuffing 
boxes in the top cylinder heads will be 54 
in diameter inside, with an allowance of 58 
for the metallic packing ; the stuffing box 
glands projecting inward 3?’ from the ends 
of the central hubs, forming the stuffing 
boxes. 

These ends of the hubs will be threaded 
and fitted with the same device for adjust- 
ment as those used on the lower cylinder 
heads. A _ brass urn 104” in diameter, and 
74" high, will be fastened with cap screws 

These urns 
are used to receive oil, and also to collect the 
water of condensation carried up by the tail 

for all of 
the main valve chests will have a cylindrical 

to each of the top gland sleeves. 

rods. The top covers or bonnets 
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tale valve will travel this brass face, 
showing the continuous action of 

over 
the main 

valves over their ports. 
The moving parts of the mechanism of this 

device will be made light, strong, and com 
pact, and will occupy no more space than the 
regular permanent indicator rigging. By 
this tell-tale arrangement, the lengths of the 
valve rods, and their attachments, can always 
be accurately adjusted without removing the 
chest’s bonnets. 

studs screwed into the 
that serve 
the feed 

cups, that will be placed between the high 
and intermediate, and the 
low-pressure cylinders, and to these 
will also be 
indicating the pressures in the two copper re 

There will be steel 
bodies of the cylinders, will as 
brackets for supporting sight oil 

intermediate and 
studs 

fastened the steam gauges for 

ceiver tubes. 
Ido not believe in putting sealed or other 

relief valves on the cylinder receivers, as the 
pressures in them can be regulated by proper 
cut-off adjustments. 

The 
chest will have an opening 19 

exhaust nozzle on the low-pressure 
in diameter, 

> 

some when repairing 
To 

channels (none of which have an area of less 

becomes necessary at 
sea, avoid these pipes, we cast small 

than two square inches) on the bodies of the 
cylinders, and chests, and curve them so that 
they are joined by flanges, thus producing 
a continuous passage to the main drains, 

In the upright frames will be cast similar 
passages, and these are connected at the bot 
tom, and on the inside of the frames, by 

»)) extra heavy 2)" brass pipe. leading directly 
The cold water bath 

passages will also be cast in the main upright 
to the connecting well. 

frames or girders, and will be connected to a 
pipe, to all the bath 

sprinklers, and a branch pipe, 2" in diameter, 

3 brass common 
» 

will lead from this 3” pipe to the water-backs 
of the main guides. Plug cocks, with suita- 
ble lever handles, will be placed at conven- 
ient points in these pipes. 

ee _ 

If all istrue that is said of the guns of the 
‘* Piemonte,” being campleted 

for the Italian Navy, the American cruisers 
to 
much 

cruiser now 

new armament to make 
‘The ‘* Pie 

need have 
of 

will 
them consequence. 

ect, rebel, and throw obstacles in the way 
the use and enjoyment of the greatest 
ssings, 

Design, Construction, Repairs and Man- 
agement of Marine Steam Engines and 

Boilers. 

By W. H. Horrman. 

NINETEENTH PAPER. 

On the chest of the high-pressure cylinder 
the 

irings for carrying the motion for moving 
throttle This 

‘ttle valve will have the full area ofa 7 
the of the 

connecting the boilers with the engine. 

| be cast a flanged bracket, to receive 

| holding the main valve. 

¢, Which is size main steam 

throttle valve will be balanced, and will 
¢ a steam, and also a hand motion, for 

the 
an 

steam motion being used 
The 

rating it ; 
in case of emergency. steam 

dard indicator cocks, and there will be a 
manent and complete indicator motion for 

1 cylinder 
| he snifting valves will be of the spring and 

inders will be drilled for the regular, or 
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extension that will form the balance cylinder 
their 

and will have a flange, and a cylinder head 
for the main valves and attachments, 

to match, at the extreme top end of the cyl 
inder. 

The bolts for holding down these balanced 
cylinder heads will be swinging bolts ; com- 
monly used on steam pumps and on hydraul 
ic machinery. By slacking the nuts on these 
bolts about a full turn, the bolts will swing 
clear of the flanges, and the cover is quickly 
removed. 

On each cylinder there will be cast two 
flush the the 

flanges, and through these lugs will pass the 
lugs, with outside faces of 

safety tension bolts, mentioned in a former 
paper, and designed to prevent the breakage 

of the main cylinders. These bolts will 
rough, and entirely covered by the lagging. 

be 

On the outside of the lagging of each valve 
chest, and in line with the main valve stems, 
will be fastened a brass tell-tale plate, each 

The 
faces will be polished, and one of them will 
indicate the position of the piston in this cyl- 
inder, and the other face will have a correct 

of these plates having a double face. 

diagram of the steam and exhaust ports in the 
valve casing, or seat, while a light steel tell 

ENGINE.-—SEE PAGE 4. 

and that will be the size of the copper exhaust 
pipe leading to the surface condenser. 

To the edges of the cylinder and chest 
flanges will be bolted bronze brackets, that 
will support the hand-rail columns. The 
lower end of these columns will pass through 

the brackets, and will be held 
The wooden lagging, covering 

hubs cast on 
by two nuts. 
the top cylinder heads, will in turn be cov 
ered by skeleton floor-plates of iron, these 
plates providing forthe passage of the engine 
attendants to any point on the upper works 
of the cylinders. 

I have now given a detailed description of 
the steam cylinders, and all of their attach 
ments above the top of the main engine up 
rights, and the next paper will begin the de 
scription of these uprights, and their fasten 

I shall 
styles of vertical engine frames in a general 
ings, describe a few of the various 

way, but the description of the upright se 
lected for our engine will be detailed. 

I said in my last paper that I would, in this 
paper, describe a mechanical method of ar- 
ranging the drain and cold bath pipes for the 
cylinders, chests, crank-shafts and guides, 
As I have previously stated, small pipes, 
placed around the cylinders, are very trouble 

four 
and three-quarter-inch and six-inch guns, the 
monte is provided with batteries of 

former of which have been fired ten rounds 
in forty-seven and one-half seconds, and with 

the 
six-inch guns can be fired with proportionate 
uncommon accuracy. Assuming that 

rapidity, and then considering that the speed 
of the ‘* Piemonte” is to be twenty-one knots 

be that 
formidable vessel even against one carrying 
an hour, it will seen she will be a 

much heavier guns. 

a 

LETTERS FROM PRACTICAL MEN, 

A Willing Wachine Trouble, 
Kditor Vachinist : 

As Lam a constant reader of your valuable 

4 1 WieriCdh 

journal, | think perhaps an account of my 
experience in discovering the cause of trouble 
with a milling machine, and remedying it, 
may be of interest. 

The machine in question was a heavy mill- 
ing machine with an overhanging arm, and 

work, which had to be 
done very accurately, it would give no satis 
for a certain class of 

faction, because it would not mill parallel. 
It was suggested that the knee might be 
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out of square with the cutter spindle. Upon 
careful inspection, I found this part to be in 
perfect order, but noticed, on examining the 
overhanging arm, that the center was lower 
than the cutter spindle. 

the lathe, but 
with it there. 
into 

peared as if it had been pened. f-—- 

ing was done by the rocking of the wrench =. 

(which was a pretty heavy one) against the C 

arm in tightening and loosening the nut on 

the arbor, and this probably produced the 

After reaming the hole in the! 

machine with a specially made reamer, the 
back in 

distortion. 

center was brought 

This pen 

line, and _ the 

machine worked as perfectly as before. 
F. KrrRcHNER. 

True Crank-Pins,. 

Editor American Machinist : 

I have read with interest the views of your , 

correspondents concerning the matter of se- 
curing truth of crank- 

pins. 
[ think all 

agree that the perfect 

must 

method consists in 
boring the eye for the 
pin, after the crank is 
secured and finished 
on the shaft. 
There are, however, 

many shops without 
facilities for 
this work. In such 
cases, of the 
trouble arising from 
keying the crank all 
out of shape can be 
avoided by fitting the 
keys -in the opposite 

doing 

most 

or counterbalance 
side of the sbaft eye. 

No reliance can be 
placed upon a perfect 
fit of the crank on a 
perfectly turned shaft 

the ordi 
nary driving of keys 
fitted top and bottom. 
If the shaft and bore 
are true and parallel, 
however, the crank- 
pin will almost 
always be true when 
the keys are driven in 
the 
side of the shaft, and 
the springing will be 
found wholly 
fined to that side of 
the crank disk. 

I have had many 
cranks fitted in this 
manner without 

In one case 

as against 

eye 

counterbalance 

con- 

trouble. 
a pin was found so 
badly of 
that we were obliged 

out true, 

toremove it ; we were 
considerably puzzled, 
as the other cranks in 
the same set came all 
right. It was finally 
discovered that, in 
this one, the keys had 
carelessly been fitted 
the old on the 
crank-pin side, Very 
few people realize the 
enormous strains that 

way 

can be developed in 
driving a_ well-oiled 
key of slight taper. 
The effect of 
strains is often 

such 
seen 
fly 

wheels and pulleys, 
The difficulties 

in wabbling 

encountered in 

The arm was put 
no fault was discovered 

At last I found that the taper 
hole carrying the center was out of line with 
the arm, and the under side of the arm ap- 
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The Reason Why. 

Editor American Machinist : 
face represented by the line f, f,, in Fig. 
392 (last paper), we proceeded as if the fly 
valve D had been simply a plain brass casting, 
+ of an inch thick, without any ribs or hub in 

makes a success, and the other a failure. A the center. This course will be pursued for 
perfect index of the cause, and usually the finding the true boundary line of the surface 
cause itself, is that one thinks of his work and | represented by the line gg», and also for 
the other of his wages. TRAMIS. finding its position relative to the former one ; 

hence we assume the line g g, to be a con- 
tinuous one, intersecting the center line x, .r, 
in the point ¢. Here, then, we have on this 

es center line x, wv,, Fig. 392, three distinct 
= points, namely, 7, “ and ¢t. The point f is 

the intersection of the line f; f, with the 
line v, v,, and represents the horizontal pro- 
jection of the minor axis 7 ¢, of the ellipse 
U Cs Cy Co (Fig. 398); the point ~ is the in- 
tersection of the line 2, ,, with the line w# w 
drawn throuzh the center of thickness of the 
valve, and represents the horizontal projec- 
tion of the axis of the stem. Now we have 
already seen that the boundary line of the 
surface g g, is an ellipse, and since the point 
t, in which the line gg, intersects the line 
X_,, is midway between the points g and 

We often see two young men start out in 
life with apparent equal advantages; one 

parallel to f 2. 

7 a 
1834-|- ,-- > 
ye. i Ror A << ~~ 

le 2. > 
Fig. 402. "Section through A.B. 
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fitting 
cranks on true have increased with the ad- 
vent of the reduced over-hang and thin crank 
eyes, necessitated by heavier burdens 
and higher steam pressures that modern en- 
gines are subjected to, 

I, B, Rice, 

Fig. 401, | 

PRACTICAL DRAWING. 
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Practical Drawing. 9s, it follows that the point ¢ must be the | 

horizontal projection of the minor axis of this 
ellipse. With a little reflection it will be 
seen that the line g gy, in Fig. 392, not only 

511. 

By J. G. A. MEYER. 

SIXTY-FOURTH PAPER. stem. 
- simply represents one of the plane surfaces 

510, Drawing of the throttle valve, continued. | of the fly valve D. but the same line also 
In finding the true boundary line for the sur-| represents the horizontal trace of that sur- 

a a, and the edge r 

center line wy 2», 

face. If we now assume the 

DeceMBER 1, 188 

a oe 
valve to hi 

volved around this trace, the point f 
move in a path represented by the line 
and the points 7 and ¢ will move in li 

When the valve has b 

B 

rs 

turned around the trace g g,, so as to br 

the faces of the valve parallel to the plan 
the paper, then our valve will 
shown in Fig. 393 ; we will see its true fo: 
with the minor axis 7 ¢’ of the ellipse ¢ ; 
Cyo, the axis of the stem, and the minor : 
of the ellipse + ms; ¢, m,o lying respectis 

appeal 

in the lines drawn perpendicular to 
through the points f, ~ and ¢,; that is to s 

these axes will lie in the lines which repres: 
the paths along which the points f  ¢ 
travel in turning the valve around the tr; 

In order to avoid confusion, we ha 
not shown in Fig, 393 the minor axis of 1 
ellipse + 1, ¢y m, 9, nor the axis of the ste 
hence, in order to find the relative position 
the ellipse vm; ¢, m,, to the ellipse vc , 
C19, the question may be asked, what will | 
the distance between these two minor axes 
Through the points g and g, draw lines p. 

pendicular to the li 
99s, and cutting 
line ¢, mm, in tl 
points Myo Vr 
spectively, the dis 
tance between th 
points m,; ¢, will | 
equal to that betwe: 
the points m,. ¢, 
and will also be equ 
to the distance 
tween the two 
axes, 

Ms, 

mine 
The majo 

axes of the ellipse 
Ms Cg Myo iS repr 
sented by the line 1, 
M19, and 

with the axis ¢, ¢ 
n coincid 

We have now estal 
lished the 
and lengths 

position 
of th 

major and minor ax¢ 
of the ellipse ¢ m, + 
Mm, Other points il 
this ellipse are found 
in a manner precisel\ 
similar to that adopte: 
for finding the points 
Cg, Cs, etc., in the 
former ellipse, an: 
thus the outline of th 
valve can be comple 
ted, 

In order to repre 
sent in Fig, 893° th 
hub r, r 8, Wi 
draw the 
points 7 « (Fig 
392), lines perpendic 

ular -to the line ff, 
J,, and thus obtain 
the lines 7, 7,, & 4, 
The their 
proper distance apart 

g» 82 
through 

x 

ribs, at 

may now be drawn i! 
Fig. 393 ; and lastly 
draw the set screws 
whose center, for ob 
vious reasons, 
not lie in the 

the 
the 

ellipse, but must 

must 
axis / 

(yg, or in mino! 
axis of other 

lie 
in the line which rep 
resents the axis of the 

this axis 
lies midway between 
stem, and 

the axes of the ellip 
ses. The two views 
of the fly valve given 
in Figs. 8393 and 392 
give all the dimen 
sions and instructions 
the workman will r 
quire for making the 
valve 

In Fig. 394 the center line « a, repre 
sents the minor axis of the ellipses, shown in 
Fig. 398; it also represents the axis of th 

The distance between the center line 
must be equal to the 

vertical distance between the point r and the 
in Fig 392. Again, the 

De 

dist 
the 
cal 
cel 
ma 
of 
gal 
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dist.-nce between the center line @ a, and | need the projection, as shown in Fig. 393, and On account of the limited size of our illus-| coal, and they are now running four more 

the edge 8, 8;, must be equal to the verti-| the projection of the flanges with bolt holes, | trations, the bolt holes, which should be i than then. He put it in another way, 
: ° ae i ° « gs . ° ° and ss . as she av > entire ‘ 

cal distance between the point s and the/as shown in Fig. 394. In addition to these | shown in all good working drawings, have a oe 2 he 4 ry wt set 
. " —_— P F ‘ i : i é y Ol, and have & eft, above . — , * 299 ‘ : ‘ jews we nee > » ols . , - . : . ‘ "") ’ center line 2, ve, Fig. 392. In a similar vie ws we need the plan of the gland, shown been omitted. | what my coal bill was last year, and we are 

manner we obtain the position of the edges; in Fig. 395, and the plan of the cap, Fig. 396. Directions. Make a working drawing of | now doing more work.” 
of (ue set screw heads in Fig. 394. In re-| Such a working drawing will convey all| these steam chests and side pipe. Use a ' Samples of welding and the effect this fire 

of . . ° : ~ . » 1as upo “hes oT? ’ f ir are verv § 
varis to the ribs on the fly valve, shown| the required information to the workmen in| separate sheet (15 x 20") for each steam msn, ey 7 lly ge po! oe big - 
c F " : - ‘ Sand . - : ‘ £. sa a bar of & iron, o 00T 
in this figure, it need only be said that the | making the valve or in fitting it up. chest. Use as large a scale as the size of the quality, heated so that it began to drip aoa 
distances between them must be equal to But one fact must not be overlooked, | paper will permit. | plunged into cold water, and, after cooling, 

the rue distances given in Fig. 393. The} namely, reading a drawing and working to _-<—>-_— i es -Pton| the anvil and hammered down ee. , ee / ; : close, without a sign of crack or flaw, while correct lengths se ribs cannot be seen, | it is one thing, and learning to make a draw- 2 . ii hag correct lengths of these ribs ca 8 g,% f . Aerated Fuel. | the other end, which had not been in the fire, 
and, therefore, the distance from the center 

to the extremities of these ribs will 
The length 

lin Ag 
be Joss than shown in Fig. 393. 
of ‘he central rib, as it will appear in Fig. 
394. is found by making the distance from the 
cenicr line a a, to the extremity of the rib 
equal to the vertical distance from the end 
of the rib to the center line wv, 2’,, in Fig. 392 ; 
in a similar manner the lengths of the other 
ribs are found. 

In Fig. 392 we see that the center line 
intersects the line v4 in the point & ; ls 

and since Fig. 391 represents a section of the 

val made by a plane passed through the 
line °s 2g, it follows that the line /, #3, in 
Fig. 391, and the point #4 in Fig. 392, must 
lie in one and the same vertical line. Also, 
since the valve stem in Fig. 391 is not repre- 
sented in section, its edges hy Ag, 7 ¢3, must 
lie in vertical lines, which contain the points 

;and 7, shown in Fig. 392, 
512. The curve v o (Fig. 391) is a vertical 

projection of a portion of the ellipse + ¢; ¢, 
’,9, Whose true form is shown in Fig. 393. 
To draw the curve no we must first find a 
number of points in it, and then join these 
points. In order to find the required points 
we apply the principles given in Problem 73 
59th paper). Now, if the solution of Problem 

73 is understood, then it will be easily per- 
ceived that, for finding the points in the curve 
io, we may use the lines, dg, Ug 7, My Mg, 

previously drawn in Fig. 394 for the purpos« 
of finding points in the required ellipses, 
shown in Fig. 368. In fact, the problem be- 
fore us now is to locate in Fig. 391 the ex- 
tremities of the lines a4 @, @, @,, etc., which 
have been drawn in Fig. 394. Let it be re- 
quired to locate in Fig. 3891 the point x, 
which is to represent the extremity a, of the 
line 7, ag, in Fig. 394. It will be remem- 
bered that point 7’, (Fig. 392) is the horizontal 
projection of the line «4,4 ,, and therefore 
we may say that the points a, and /, are the 
projections of one and the same extremity of 
the given line a, @ . Consequently, through 
the point 7, draw upwards a vertical line, 

the 
point ”, in which these lines intersect, will be, 
in Fig. 891, the vertical projection of the 
sume extremity of the given line, and, there- 

and through a, draw a horizontal line ; 

fore, will be a point in the required curve. 
Ina similar way we can locate, in Fig. 391, 
the extremities 7,, dg, etc.; the curve drawn 
through the points thus located will be the 
required curve. 

Practical Hints and Directions, No mat- 
ter how correct the fly valve D may be drawn 

ig, 891, it does not convey any informa- 

ing is quite another thing. We would there- 
fore advise the student to make a complete 
drawing of the valve, as shown in our illus- 
trations, because this will give him good prac- 
tice. Lastly, the throttle valve here shown 
has been designed for a beam engine, with a 
cylinder 50 inches in diameter. For our 
beam engine, with cylinder 56 inches diam- 
eter, the inside diameters of the casing must 
be increased 12 inch; the diameters of the 
flanges are not changed. 

On one of the 15’ x 20” sheets draw this 
valve, with the required changes. Use 3” 
scale. 

513. The following details of a beam en- 
gine are also good examples in practical 
drawing : 

Fig. 397 represents a side pipe ; Figs. 398, 
399, the upper steam chest; and Figs. 400, 

401, the lower steam chest for a marine beam 
engine, cylinder 56 inches diameter, stroke 
12 feet. 

The steam chests are divided 
into three compartments. The 
compartments 7’, 7’ are steam 
passages and lead the steam in 
or out of the cylinder. The 
partitions R R divide the steam 
chest into two other compart- 
ments S, S and U U. The 
compartments S, S hold the 
live steam, the compartments 
U U receive the exhaust steam. 
The openings L, L, and cor- 
responding openings on the 
other side of the partitions R 
R receive brass seats for pop- 

The valves in the 
compartments S, S are the 
steam the valves in 
the compartments U U are 
the exhaust valves.~The upper 
steam is bolted to the 
upper end of the cylinder, so 
that the opening of the pas- 

pet valves. 

valves ; 

chest 

sage 7 coincides with the port 
opening in the cylinder. 

The lower steam 
bolted to the cylinder, so that 
the opening of the passage 7’ 

chest is 

coincides with the lower port 
opening in the cylinder. <A 

side pipe connects the compartments S, 
another side pipe connects the compart- 
ments U U. These side pipes are bolted 

S; 

direct to the flanges J J, on the lower 
steam chest. The upper ends of the side 
pipes are designed to form an expansion 
joint. in | 

tion of value to the mechanic ; 
fore omit, in a working drawing, the out- 
line of the valve D, and simply show the 

B, with stuffing-box, glands, studs, 
The figures indicating the 

we may there 

Ca 1” 
and valve stem. 
diameters of the flanges may be written in 
Fiv. 891, instead of giving them in Fig. 392 ; | 
When this is done the section of the casing in 
I 392 may be omitted, as it conveys no 

r information to the mechanic than that 
already givenin Fig. 392. For similar reason, 

srojection of the fly valvein Fig. 394 may | 
a be omitted ; in fact, the only information 

h this view gives, and which is not found | 
other views, is the position of the bolt 

sin the flanges ; in fact, the whole useful 
of this view is to the bolt 

this view would not be re- 

Ose show 

holes, otherwise 
ed by the workman. 
nee, all that we require in a working 

391, 

ving the valve stem, and a section of the 
drawing is a view, as given in Fig. 

x complete, omitting the outline of the 
In Fig. 892 we may omit the sec- 

and only draw the section 
ilve 

f the casing, 
e fly valve, with the center line y y, so 

we may indicate the angle which the 
makes with a vertical line We also! 

This expansion joint simply consists of a 
| Cire ular wrought-iron plate, whose central 
| portion is cut out to suit the opening in the 

The thickness of this plate is, in 
this particular engine, + inch thick. The 
plate is bolted to the flange H of the side 
pipe, and also to the flange F’ of the steam 
chest nozzle. The bolts are inch diam- 
eter, and are placed about 14% inches apart. 

| This joint is sufficiently elastic for the ex- 
pansion of the side pipes. 

The steam enters the lower 
|through the nozzle M, and since the com- 
partments S, S, in the upper and lower steam 

nozzle F. 

steam chest 

chests are connected by a side pipe, both 
compartments are filled ; the steam valves in 
these compartments admit the steam into the 
cylinder, and when the steam has done its 
duty, it is released by the valves in the com- 
partments U’ U, and conducted through the 
exhaust opening in the lower steam chest into 
the condenser, Guides for the valve spindles 
are passed through the holes V V ,; the holes 
N, N, are closed by the steam chest bonnets, 

and the openings A’ are closed by the steam 
The chest covers shown in Figs. 402, 403. 

openings X X are simply for convenience in | 
getting at the vaives. 

| 

A Springfield, Mass., correspondent. sends | 
us the following in reference to the use of 
aerated fuel. It is proper to preface what he 
writes by saying that his reference is to the 
system of burning oil, being put into practical 
use by the Aerated Fuel Co., of Springtield, 
Mass. : 
Some time since the writer had an oppor- 

tunity of seeing the system of the Aerated 
Fuel Co. in operation, for forging iron, steel, 
etc., for rakes, hoes, forks, shovels, etc., and 
also for generating steam. It is now in use 
at the repair shops of the Boston & Albany 
R. R., this city, for making switch cranks, 
track bolts, welding boiler flues, heating car 
axles, heating and tempering heavy springs 
for locomotives, heating and cutting up old 
tire to be made into other parts of locomo- 
tives, etc.; but the use of the above heat for 
melting brass and copper for journals and 
other parts of locomotives was what im- 
pressed me more than anything else. At the 
time I was present, some gentlemen largely 
interested in bronze manufacture were also 
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FURNACE FOR AERATED FUEL. 

, there, to see its adaptability to their work, 
and I saw them start with a cold forge and 
melt 52 lbs. of copper in the ingot, with an 
expenditure of 4 gallons of oil, costing the 
Boston & Albany people 24 cts. per gallon ; 
or, put itin this way, at a cost of a little less 
than 1-5 of a cent per pound of copper 
melted, this being very much less than the 
cost with coal. 

In addition to the first of fuel there 
was a saving in handling, no ashes to clean 
out, and, in case of breakage of the cruci 
bles, the metal would run out of the furnace 
clean and pure, as it is not mixed with ashes 
or cinders or unburned coal, and does not 
have to be stamped out like gold ore, and 
washed or sorted over, as is the case if a pot 
should break in an ordinary furnace, The 
application is very simple; all that is neces- 
sary to do to the furnace now in use is to 
cover the grate with fire-brick, and make a 
hole through the furnace, as shown in cut, 
and place a burner opposite the same. This 
burner is screwed into a small cylinder, about 
12 inches long and 6 inches diameter, filled 
automatically with oil to a certain height, 
and under about 15 lbs. air pressure, which 
atomizes the oil, and as it burns making a 
perfect glow, for on looking into this furnace 
no blaze can be seen, nothing but an intense 
white heat, perfectly controlled, lighted with 

cost 

the same facility as natural gas, and when the | 
work was done, as easily extinguished, In | 
fact, this process seems to give the manufac- 
turers outside of the gas belt all the advan- 
tages of those that are in, and even more, as, 
at the present price of oil and natural gas, the 
oil is claimed to be the cheapest, unless one 
owns his own wells. 

The writer was lately told by the president 
of a company now using this system, that for 
the last two months his oil bill had been, for 
forging purposes, $88 per month, against 
$425 per month a year ago at this time for 

broke under the same treatment. As the 
manager of one of the largest hammer and 
forge companies in the country told me, ‘‘ The 
result was perfectly startling, and I would 
not have believed it if I had not seen it with 
my own eyes,” 

- pe 

The New England Foundry Foremen’s 
Association. 

We have received the following from the 
Secretary of this Association : 

The next meeting of this association will be 
held at the Bay State House, Worcester, 
Mass., Dec. 4, at which the 
of ofticers will be held. The association will 
then celebrate its first anniversary. The ad- 
vantages of a membership in this organization 

annual election 

should be apparent to foundry foremen, yet 
they are slow to appreciate them, although 
thirteen members were admitted at the last 

the 
country should belong to it; we could then 
meeting. Every foundry foreman in 

have a mother society, subdivided into asso 
ciations representing different sections of the 
country, holding meetings twice or oftener 
}each year, and a biennial meeting of dele 
| gates to a national meeting, which should be 
| held in some city centrally located. Reports 
of the essays, discussions and_ transactions of 

would undoubtedly 

all foundry 
Such an organization is practica 

such meetings prove 
| interesting and valuable to 
| foremen., 
| ble, and requires merely the co-operation and 
| support of foundry foremen to accomplish it. 

The secretary will cheerfully furnish appli 
| cation blanks or any information regarding 
the association upon application. 

J.P. Pro, Secretary, 
Care Munn & Anstice, 

Rochester, N.Y. 
ee 

The Press, of New York, offers to its lady 
| readers a prize of $100 in gold for the best 
| bill of fare, with directions for cooking, pre- 
paring and serving, a dinner for four per- 

| sons, the cost of the dinner on the table not 
|to exceed $1. This is, of course, very nice, 
but we cannot escape the thought that those 

the $100 in gold would be 
| very likely to fail in the contest, on account 
of their lack of experience with 
costing a dollar. There are plenty of fami 

New York (consisting of more than 
four persons, too), whose total yearly income 

who most need 

dinners 

lies in 

does not average much above $1 per day, and 
The Press could probably perform a real ser- 
vice by offering a prize for the best dinner 
for such a family, limiting its cost to one- 
third of what is left after deducting from the 
dollar the amounts necessary for rent, fuel, 
clothing, medicines, and other necessary ex 

If it is the The 
do some real good, rather than merely to ad 
penses. desire of Press to 

vertise itself, we commend this matter to its 
attention, It will bring the contest down 
within the scope of ‘‘ ladies” who sadly need 

ithe $100, would, 
some very interesting information. 

and perhaps, bring out 

The manufacturers of jute bagging for 
}cotton will, from 
into some other business in the near future. 
They doubled the price of jute bagging, 

| thinking, not wisely, that there was nothing 
| that would the purpose. But it 
| has been demonstrated that jute is only one 

present appearances, zo 

else serve 

of a dozen materials of which bagging for 
the purpose named can be made. If the out- 

| come is that the jute men are left in the cold, 

the verdict will be: served them right. It is 
an unwise proceeding to kill the goose that 
lays the golden egg. 

ce 

Statistics show that in this country more 

than twice the tonnage of steel rails are pro 
| duced as are produced in Great Britain, 
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Business and Mechanical Ability. 

Scarcely anyone who has been about 
amongst the shops very much, and had op- 
portunities for becoming acquainted with the 

|men who own them, manage them, or work 
|in them, can have failed to observe the great 
scarcity of men within themselves, 
combine high mechanical or engineering 
ability with what is known as business abili- 
ty. Indeed, if all other evidence of the ex- 
treme scarcity of men possessing a high order 
of ability in both directions were lacking, the 
salaries which the few such men are able to 
command would be sufficient to show that 
their ranks are at least not seriously over- 

who, 

crowded. It seems almost as though the 
| possession of the mental faculties necessary 
|to make a good engineer or mechanic, neces- 
sarily involved the absence of those other and 
different faculties, necessary to the success- 

ful management of purely business affairs. 
And, on the other hand, exceptionally good 
business men are seldom able to acquire 
much knowledge of mechanics. 

jut into the management of the modern 
industrial establishment, the of 
which has grown, or is to grow to any con- 
siderable proportions, the highest ability of 
both kinds must enter, and fortunate indeed 
is that establishment which can secure for its 
management, in one individual, the combina- 
tion required. 

Questions constantly present themselves to 

business 

such a man in such a position, which require 
for their wise decision a nice balancing of 
purely business considerations on the one 
hand, and, on the other, considerations of a 
purely mechanical nature, and to be able to 
give to each its exact relative importance, and 
to know just how far the one should modify 
the other, is the rare talent, the possession of 
which almost ensures success. 

But every shop cannot secure such a man 
for its management, but must have two or 
more men, each possessing kuowledge and 
ability of a kind different from that of the 
others, and who can so combine their sepa- 
rate mechanical and business knowledge as to 
constitute an efficient management, 

To mechanic contemplating a 
venture in a manufacturing business, this is 
a matter of prime importance, and should re- 
ceive the most careful consideration. Such 
2 man must remember that, as soon as his 
projected enterprise is fairly launched, it is 

likely to come into competition with estab- 
lishments having the highest order of ability, 
both mechanical and business, employed in 
their management; and itis therefore his 
first duty to ascertain, if possible, whether or 
not he has already, or can develop within 
himself the faculties needed. If not, then it 
is necessary for him, in order to have a fair 
chance of success, to associate with himself 

a young 

someone possessing the necessary business 

capacity ; and in the selection of this man, 
the greatest care and the best possible exer- 
cise of judgment are required, and it is in 
this selection that, as experience has shown, 
there is the greatest chance of mistakes. 
Two men may be associated together in the 

management of a manufacturing business, 
the one possessing mechanical and engineer- 
ing ability of the highest order, and the other 
equal business ability, and yet it may be 
utterly impossible for them to so come to- 
gether and combine their talents, as to form 
a united and efficient management. This 
may arise from a variety of causes, but it 
usually does arise, from the fact that one or 
the other, or perhaps both, fails to know his 
limitations, and to rely implicitly each upon 
the other, for that knowledge which he him- 
self is lacking. The mechanic is apt to fail 
to keep constantly in mind the fact that his 
knowledge of business matters is very limit- 
ed ; that there are certain business principles 
which, owing to his peculiar mental constitu- 
tion, he can never fully grasp and compre- 
hend, and that it ison this account that he 
has associated himself with a man who has 
this ability. Onthe other hand, the business 
man is just as likely to make an exactly 
similar mistake with regard to mechanical 
matters, the result being that each lacks the 
full and complete confidence in the other 
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action ; and much time and energy are spent 
in discussion and argument, which ought to be 
otherwise and more usefully employed ; every 
such argument working injury, and tending 
to still further separation and loss of mutual 
confidence. Nothing is more exasperating 
and patience destroying than to be compelled 
to take part in an argument with a person 
who is ignorant of the first elementary prin- 
ciples of the subject argued upon, and when 
the subject under discussion is a mechanical 
one, the business man is bound to lower him- 
self in the estimation of the mechanic, while, 
if a business matter is argued, the mechanic | 
is morally certain to lower himself in the es- 
timation of the business man ; for each, in at- 
tempting to argue upon a matter about which, 
in the nature of things, he can know little or 
nothing, is certain to expose his ignorance, 
and to appear in a very unfavorable light; 
this, of course, having a direct tendency to 
weaken the-confidence placed in him regard- 
ing his opinion upon any subject whatever, 
even the one upon which he is best posted. 

The management of an industrial estab- 
lishment should be such that prompt and de- 
cided action can be taken upon any matter as 
it presents itself; and where this cannot be 
done by one man, it must be done by the 
united and harmonious action of two or more 
men, each of whom fully understands his 
own limitations, and has full confidence in 
the judgment of the other, exercised within 
his special field, thus enabling judgment to 
be formed and action taken promptly and 
without friction or waste of energy in fruit- 
less argument. 

The shop which is managed by the rare 
man having ability in both directions will 
always have the advantage in this respect ; 
but a skillful combination of the diverse 
talents of different men is necessary in the 
organization of most manufacturing enter- 
prises, and many failures and disappoint- 
meuts have resulted from lack of a clear 
understanding of the importance of the char- 
acter of such combinations. 

ape 

How to Prevent Boiler Explosions. 

| 

The records of boiler explosions in this 
country and in England will show one thing 
very clearly, viz., that no amount of inspec. 
tion will guard against the practices of dis- 
honest boiler makers, or the incompetency of 
the man who has the care of the boiler. We 
do not say that thorough inspection will not 
prevent many explosions, when dishonest or 
incompetent work has been done, for there 
are many cases of malconstruction so plainly 
in sight that a careful inspector will see them 
ata glance ; and competent inspection will 
find deterioration from 
vauses likely to result in disaster. 
fore it is of the first importance. 

But the dishonest boiler maker has it in his 

cases of natural 
There- 

DrEcEMBER 1, 1=88 

For first, there is the care of the com, 
and honest boiler maker ; second, the car: ; 
the skilled engineer ; and third, the ca 
the experienced inspector, all working t: 1) 
same end, viz., the prevention of dis 
But the practice is, in too many instance «| 
buy the boiler of the man who will fu 
it for the least money, attempting, per! 
to hold him to good practice by restric: |; 
which he finds it easy to evade, then to » 

| . ‘ ; 
| ploy, under the title of engineer, the man who 
will work cheapest, and avoid inspection «s a 
costly luxury. By the rule of contrarie: | )is 
makes acombination reasonably sure to lyring 
about trouble sooner or later. 

(2 AEBS 

Comparatively few owners of stean 
gines provide their engineers with the n 
for conveniently weighing the coal or {he 
water they use. There is no better way of 
bringing about economy in a steam p)int 
than by knowing exactly what is being <ot 
in return for the fuel paid for. Deteriora: on 
generally comes about so gradually that i: is 
not noticeable, except as an engineer }\as 
means at hand—and uses them—for de‘er 
mining just what is being done, and how mich 
it costs to do it. Provide an engineer \ ith 
these means and he will use them to the ad 
vantage of his employer, or the place needs a 

new engineer and the engineer needs a new 
job. An engineer should keep an accoint 
with his engine and boilers, just as muc! is 
accounts should be kept in the office. And 
it should be kept so as to be as readily in 
spected. If any important—or even trifling 
—-changes are made he should be able to know 
not only at the time, but at any future tin 
the result of such changes. 

oe 

Literary Notes. 

THE STEAM BOILER CATECHISM. A Pract 
Book for Steam Engineers and for Fireny 
Owners and Makers of Boilers of any Kind. By 
Robert Grimshaw, M. E. 

n 

This book. as stated in the preface, is not 
intended as a means of greatly instructing 
those who are expert in constructing or etti 
cient in running the appliances of which 
it treats. It may, however, serve the well 
posted as a handy reminder at times when, 
from haste, or lapse of time, or mental 
pressure, the memory is not wholly reliable, 
and to the learner and the inexperienced it 
should serve as a useful reference and a « 
venient source of information. 
we believe, the book covers. 

mn 
This ground, 
It is plainly 

written, fully illustrated, and does not deal 
with scientific problems, and will be valuable 
to those interested in the construction and 
design of the different kinds of boilers in us: 

The book is published by the Practical Pub 
lishing Co., 21 Park Row, N. Y. The price 
of the book is $2.00. 

power to hide defects in material and con- 
struction that will never be detected by any 
amount of inspection short of the destruc 
tion of the boiler. 

Then improper care lack of care—in | 
other words, an incompetent engineer, may, | 

or 

ina short time, bring about such conditions 
as will make explosion imminent. 

In the first place—and it should always be | 
tirst—the duty of a boiler user is to employ 
an honest boiler maker to construct his _boil- 
ers. There are plenty such, although the 
prevailing opinion is that the dishonest ones 

Under this head we propose to answer questions s 
us, pertaining to our specialty, correctly, and accor: 
to common-sense methods. 

Every question, to insure any attention, must invar i. 
ably be accompanied by the writer’s name and address 
If so requested, neither ame, correct initials nor loca- 
tion will be published. 

predominate. Then he should employ a com- 
petent man to take charge of his boilers, and | 
we believe the boilers should be submitted to | 
frequent thorough inspection, for with the 
best of care a boiler is submitted to usage that 
in any other metallic structure would 
termed destructive, and the skilled in- 
spector, dealing with a great number of cases, 

may detect dangerous conditions outside any | 

be 

question of construction, that may escape the 

attention of the most careful engineer. An | 
engineer should, of course, himself inspect 
the boilers in his charge, but as the physician | ' 
requires counsel in critical cases, so the en- | 
gineer should counsel with the inspector, for 
the use of a boiler always represents a criti- 
cal case. 

Boiler explosions would be rare indeed if 
which is necessary to united and harmonious the above-named conditions were observed, | 

per hour per horse-power,” 
weight of water which 
steam’? A.- 
making evaporative tests of boilers, and the ru °s 
for making the necessary calculations? 
perimental Kesearches in Steam Engineering, by |} 

| boiler, such as is us-d in straw-board mills. 

| 100 small, consequently it 
that the strength of the joint is only 70 per cent 
the tensile stress of 45,000 pounds, therefore t 
ultimate strength of the joint will be equal to 

(511) A. D. B., New Haven, Conn., writ 
Does the following statement, * 25 pounds of st¢ 

mean that it 
has been converted i: 

2. Where can I find directions 

is 

Yes. 

A.—|! 

F. Isherwood, may give yOu the desired informati 

(512) A. B., writes: Please gi 
mea simple rule for finding the strength of a gl: 

A 
what would be the safe working pressure of suc!) « 
boiler 14 feet diameter made of 9-16 sheil iron 45 
lr. S., all seams double-riveted with 34-inch rivet 
A.—The rivets for the given thickness of shell : 

will be safe to assur 

15,000 
100 

70 
31,500 pounds 
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metal to resist the steam pressure. 
seen that the stress per square inch of metal is to 

DeceMBeR 1, 1888 

| 
er square inch of section. Taking 8 asa factor of | 
ifety, we have 

“=. = 3,937.5, say 4,000 pounds, 

vhich is the limit of stress per square inch of metal 
) which the boiler should be subjected. Assuming 14 
et = 168 inches to be the outer diameter of boiler, 
hen its inner diameter will be equal to 168 — 144 = 
6% inches. The area ofa circle 168 inches diameter 

s 22,167 square inches, and the area of a circle 
\6% inches diameter is 21,871 square inches (frac- 
ons have been neglected). Subtracting the latter 
rea from the former, we have 296 square inches of 

We have aJready 

e 4,000 pounds, consequently the total stress to 
vhich this boiler can be subjected is equal to 296 > 

{ 000 = 1,184,000 pounds. Dividing this product by the 
rea of the inner circle, we have 

44,000 1,184.00 = 54.14 
21,87 

say 54 pounds, which is the steam pressure per 
-quare inch which the boiler can safely carry. From 
he foregoing we may establish the following rule, 
which we shall state by symbols. Let A represent 
the area of a circle whose diameter is equal to the 
suuter diameter of the boiler ; @ the area of a circle 
whose diameter is equal to the inner diameter of 
the boiler, alltaken in inches; let ¢ represent the 
stress per Square inch of metal, which, in the case 
before us, is 4,000 pounds; and let P represent the 
steam pressure per square inch, which the boiler can 
safely carry; then 

(A— a) xe a 
a 

(513) G. W. M., Rutland, Vt., writes: 
| wish to make a worm gear for spacing gears on 
a small gear cutter. What pitch worm shall I use, 
and how large will the gear be? (It cannot be over 
14 inches.) How shall I gear it—compound or 
straight, asa lathe is geared for cutting threads? 
Will you give an example so I can understand it, 
and tell how many teeth should be in the worm 
gear? A.- You may put 96 teeth in the worm gear, 
and cut the worm with 24 threads per inch. This 
will make the pitch diameter of the worm gear 12.22 
inches. Youcan gear eithersimple or compound. 
Taking the former plan, you can arrange to make 
acertain number of complete revolutions of the 
crank handle for every division by the use of the 
following method. Place on the shaft with the 
crank handle, a wheel having 48 teeth ; then a table 
may be formed as follows: 

a h w t a h w t 

13 48 26 4 27 48 27 2 
14 an 28 4 28 48 28 2 
15 4s 30 4 29 | 48 29 2 
16 48 32 4 30 | 48 30 2 
1j 48 34 4 31 | 48 31 2 
18 48 36 4 32 | 48 32 2 
7) 48 38 4 33 | 48 | 33 2 
0) 48 40 4 34 | 48 34 2 
21 48 42 4 35 | 48 35 2 
2 48 44 4 36 | 48 36 2 
23 48 46 4 37 | 48 37 2 
24 48 48 4 : | 4s 38 2 
25 4s 5 4 39 48 39 2 
25 48, | 2 2 40 | 48 40 2 

The column d is the number of divisions or teeth 
to be cut, A the number of teeth in the wheel on the 
shatt with the crank handle, w the number of the 
teeth in the wheel on the worm shaft, and ¢ the 
number ot turns of the crank-handle. Thecomplete 
table wouid be too long for publication here, and it 
is unnecessary, since it is plain that the continuation 
of the fourth column would simply be a repetition 
of the number 2, and w would be equal to the num- 
ber of teeth to be cut. As far as carried out this 
table requires the use of 22 gear wheels. It is 
evident that variations may be made to suit cir- 
cumstances ; for instance, 96 may be used in the / 
column whicn will make the number of turns2 and 
| instead ot 4 and 2; or this may be done by intro- 
ducing an intermediate stud, with two gears upon 

by which theratio of movement is increased 2 to 
lhese gears can be so arranged as to come off 

the stud and reverse so as to decrease the motion 
inthe same ratio, and they would then be useful 

n dividing the larger numbers. As ap example, 
take the first number of divisions given, 13; if the 
compounding stud were used so as to increase the 
motion of the worm, the number of turns of the 
handle would be 2, and if the gears were reversed, 
the other gears remainng the same, two turns would 
vive four times the number of divisions, or 52. By 

ittle consideration of the above you will perceive 
‘ principie involved, and be able to make such 

iriations in the gears and number of turns as will 
st Suit your purpose and facihties. 

514) CC. F. H., Buchanan, Mich., writes : 
ave an engine, cylinder 15g incn diameter, 3 inch 
ke. The steam ports are 1 inch long, 3 16 inch 

vide; exhaust port 1 inch long, 4 inch wide. 
eam cuts off at 344 stroke; steam pressure 75 
inds; engine is to make 700 revolutions per min- 

Are the ports the right size for sucha high 
ed? A.—The steam ports are large enough ; the 
haust port alsu will be suitable tor the speed, pro- 
ied the design of the engine does not allow the 

valve to contract the area of the exhaust port so 
ich as to interfere with the free flow of the ex- 
ist steam ; see AMERICAN MACHINIST, Sept. 

“SD 2. How do you find the size of the ports when 
size of cylinders, and speed, are given? A. - It 
iten tue practice to make the area of the steam 
ts equal to 1-10 the area of the piston for a 

5, p 5, 

AMERICAN 

reduced, and for higher speeds the steam port area 
is proportionally increased. Hence to find the area 
of a steam port we have the following rule: Mul- 
tiply the given piston speed in feet per minute by 
one-tenth of the srea of the piston in square inches, 
and divide the product by 600; the quotient will be 
the required area of the steam port. For example, 
let it be required to find the area of the steam port 
for your engine. The area of the piston 15¢ inch 
diameter is equal to 207 square inches; the given 
piston speed in feet per minute is equal to .25 x 2 x 
700 = 350. Now, according to the foregoing rule, 
we have 

350 x 2.07 < .1 ' : - = 0.12+ of one square inch 600 
for the area of the steam port. Some engine 
builders make the steam port area equal to 
1-9 of the area of the piston for a piston speed of 
600 feet per minute, and makethe area of the steam 
ports for slower speeds proportionately less, and 
for higher speeds proportionately greater. The ex- 
haust port is generally made wide enough, so that 
when the valve stands at one end of its travel, the 
area of the exhaust opening will not be less than 
the area of the steam port ; when the lengths of the 
steam and exhaust ports are eq:al, then to fulfill 
the foregoing conditions the width of the exhaust- 
port can be found in the following manner: To one 
half of the travel of the valve add the lap, the in- 
side lap, and twice the width of the steam port ; 
from this sum subtract the sum of the lap, width of 
steam port and width of bridge ; the remainder will 
be the width of the exhaust port. In many engines 
the width of the exhaust port so found will be 
equal to twice the width of the steam port. 3. How 
much power can I expect from this engine? A.— 
Under good conditions, about 1 horse-power. 

(515) R. J. H., Muskegon, Mich., 
Please inform me how to ascertain the centrifugal 
force of a revolving body. The following example 
bothers me. To ashaft making 5,000 revolutions per 
minute, a weight of 4 pound is attached, describ- 
ing a circle of 244 inches in diameter. What force 
willit exert in its effort to fly off? Please give rule. 
A.—The rule for finding the centrifugal force is as 
follows: Divide the square of velocity in feet per 
second by the product of the radius of gyration in 
feet into 322; multiply this quotient by the weight 
of the body in pounds; the last product will be the 
centrifugal force in pounds. Or, to express this 
rule by symbols : 

Let C represent the centrifugal force. 
Let V represent the velocity in feet per second 
Let W represent the weight of body. 
Let grepresent the acceleration in feet per second 

produced by the action of gravity upon a freely 
falling body = 32.2 

Let # represent the radius of gyration ; 
V2 

C= -< W. 
kg 

writes : 

we have 

The centrifugal force by the formula will be in 
pounds. tons, etc., according as the weight of the 
body istaken in pounds, tons, etc. To apply this 
rule to the example, we first find the velocity in 
feet per second. To dothis we multiply the cir- 
cumference of the circle described by the body, by 
the number of revolutions per second, thus: the 
circumference of a circle 24% inches diameter is 
7.85+- inches ; and 

ae 5,000 a ae 
7.85 XX ——— = 654.16-+ inches 60 

hence 
654.16 ee = 54.51+ feet = 

12 
velocity of the body in feet persecond. The square 
of the velocity is equal to 54.51 & 54.51 = 2,971.34+-. 
The radius is 144 inch. But as all the dimensions 
must be in feet, we must reduce 144 inch to a 
fraction of a foot, thus : 

1 - 
1% : 1044 12 

Therefore, according to our formula, we have 
2,971.34 

.104 < 82.2 
<x 2 = 221.82 pounds, 

which is the centrifugal force. That is to say, if 
it was possible to attach a spring balance between 
the weight and the shaft, the spring balance would 
“ee ve indicate 221.82 pounds. may be stated that R 

‘ 
gives us the radial or centripetal acceleration 
in foot seconds per second. To find the force 
necessary to produce the 
only need to multiply the radial acceleration by 
the mass of the body. The mass of the body 

radial acceleration, we 
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Gear wheels and g-cutting. Grant, see adv 
Link Belting. 
Send for Catalogue of Link-Belting 
Over 50,000,000 feet of Link-Belt in use. 
Link-Belt Machinery Co., Chicago and N. Y 
Fuel oil burners. A. E. Jenkins, Scranton, Pa | 
Shafting Straighteners. J. H. Wells, Tampa, Fla. 
Steel Name Stamps, etc. J. B. Roney, Lynn, Mass 
The Best Upright Hammers run by be ‘Itare made 

by W. P. Duncan & Co., Bellefonte, Pa. | 
Drop presses, punches and shears. Williams, | 

White & Co., Moline, Ill., manufacturers. 
-attern and Brand Letters. Vanderburgh, Wells | 

& Co.,cor. Fulton and Dutch sts., New York 
‘Swift’ Sight Feed Lubricator; no glass tubes; | 

simple, reliable. Swift Lub’r Co., Elmira, N. Y. 
Davis Key-Seating Machines, kept in stock by 

Manning, Maxwell & Moore, 111 Liberty st., N. Y 
R. Dudgeon, 24 Columbia st., New York. Im- 

proved Hydraulic Jacks and Roller Tube Expanders. 
“ Bradley’s Power Hammers, the best in the 

world.” 20sizes. Bradley & Co., Syracuse, N. Y 
Selden Packing, for stuffing-box. with or without 

rubber core. Randolph Brandt, 38 Cortlandt st.,N.Y 

oP. 16. 

Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co. have a line of ma- 
chinery with S. A. Smith,23 8S. Canal st., Chicago, 111. 
Patents—Whittlesey & Wright, 705 Sth st., N. W. 

Washington, D.C. Send for pamphlet and re ferences 
Ice and Refrigerating Machines, 131 sold, and all 

successtul. David Boyle, 521 Monroe st., Chicago, Ill. 
Mechanical drawing taught by correspondence. 

Write for particulars. I. Donald Boyer, Dayton, 0. 
For the latest improved Diamond Prospecting 

Drilladdress the M. C. Builock Mfg. Co., 138 Jack- 
son st., Chicago, III. 

Upright drills, improved, sizes 21'’, 23/’, 25/’, 28", 
32’", 36”. swing: finely made and great capacity. 
Currier & Snyder, Worcester, Mass. 

Engine lathes, hand lathes, fine tools, files and 
supplies for machinists and other metal workers. 
Frasse & Co., 92 Park Row, N 
Curtis Pressure Regulators. Curtis Return Trap. 

Curtis Damper Regulator. See Noy. 17,p 15. Send 
for cireular No. 17. Curtis Reg. Co., Boston, Mass 

Machinists’ supplies, brass goods, m’f'rs supplies, 
polishing materials, all kinds wire, metals, ete., in 
any quantity. Jordan & Gottfried, 208 Canal st.,.N.Y 

For Best Return Steam Traps, Pressure Regula- 
tors, Positive-Acting Pump Govs.. Back-Pressure 
Valves. T. Kieley, 11 W.13tost.,.N. Y. Send for des’n. 

Fine toois and supplies for machinists and other 
metalworkers. Get our prices before purchasing else 
where. Montgomery & Co., 105 Fulton st ,N. Y City. 

See illustration of improvements in Hooks for 
Steam Engines, in Nov. 24 issue. For particulars ad 
dress T. C. Dill Machine Co., 726 Girard av., Phila., P 

-atents—Gov’t and atty’s fees refunded upon 
failure to obtain patent after favorable report py 
me. R.G. DuBois, expert in patents, 928 F street, 
Washington, D.C 

A gold medal ad two silver medals were awarded 
The Waterhouse are system at the ¢ entennial Expo 
sition, Cincinnati. Address The Waterhouse Electric 
and Mfg. Co., Hartford, Ct 

With my system, exhaust steam heating costs 
nothing for fue’; live steam apparatus altered to 
exhaust; satisfaction guaranteed. Geo. A. Bar 
nard, 15 Cortlandt street, New York. 

W. H. Hoffman, consulting engineer, 108 Liberty 
st., room 3, N. ¥ Mechanical engineering 1n all its 
branches, working drawings for the transmission 
ot power by steam, water. air and electricity 
Contract work of all kinds executed promptiy and 

on reasonable terms. Parties wishing gray iron cast 
ings m large quantities can make money by corre 
sponding with Rawson Mfg. Co.,Hornellsville, N.Y. 

A system of easy lettering by J. H. Cromwell, 
giving 26 forms of alphabets. The space to be 
lettered being divided into squares; simple and 
effective. Price 50 cents. Catalogue of books for en- 
gineers free. E. & F.N. Spon, 12Cortlandt st , N.Y. 

* Indicator Practice and Steum Engine Economy.” 
By F. F. Hemenway. Contains plain directions for 
using the indicator, and making all required calcu- 
lations from the diagram; also the principles of 
economy in operating steam engines and current 
practice in testing engines and boilers. Price $2, 
postpaid. Published by John Wiley & Sons, 15 
Astor Place, New York. 

‘Binders * for the AMERICAN MACHINIST. Two 
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| Vt., are experimenting with the use of oil, 
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The Akron (Ohio) Electric 
is incorporated, 

$150,000 
The Fairbanks Scale 

Manufacturing Com 
with a eapital stock of 

Johnsbury, 
instead 

Company, St. 

| of coal, for fuel 
The Riverside Paper Company, Holyoke, Mass., 

are building an addition to their mill, two stories 
high, 25 x 80 feet. 

The Winona Paper Company, of Holyoke, Mass., 
will increase their capital stock from 
$300,000, the addition to be paid in cash. 

The Farmers’ Alliance have organized a 
company, to build a flour mill at Abilene, Tex. 
expected that work will be begun at once 

$200,000 to 

stock 
It is 

V.H. Colburn & Co., Fitchburg, Mass., send us 
an illustrated catalogue of dynamo machines and 
lamps used in electric lighting. They also make 
dynamos for plating 
The Altoona Car Works, Limited, has issued a 

catalogue of automatic, haulage and hoisting en 
The catalogue is quite fully illustrated. and 

contains brief descriptions of the 
the company 

gines. 
engines made by 

Edward Harrington, 
send us an 

Son & Co., Philadelphia, Pa., 
illustrated catalogue of hoisting ma 

chines, drilling machines, gear cutters, etc., made 
by them. The catalogueis of convenient form, and 
fully illustrated. 
The Mason Regulator Co., of Boston, write us: 

Within the last month we have been running night 
and day to fill our 
valve, and we have now on 

orders on locomotive reducing 
books enough to 

keep us busy the coming two months 
our 

A. Mugford, 
ford, 
alogue, 

wood engraver and printer, 
has issued No. 4 of his 

which he calls the 
change.’ It contains specimens of 
principally of machinery, that 
mens of theengraver's art. 

Hart 
illustrated cat 

‘* Manufacturers’ Ex- 
Conn., 

engravings, 
are very fine speci 

The Chapman Valve Company, Indian 
Mass., made a 60x60 addition to 
foundry, which gives them needed 
departments, and will increase 
foundry over ten per cent. 
two 36 

Orchard, 
their iron 

room in other 
the capacity of the 

They have just shipped 
inch valves to Omaha. 

have 

Hardwicke & Ware, Buffalo, N. Y., 
“You can guess we are pretty busy, 
you we have set 
of October almost all 
nected with contracts. 
18 more men than this time last year.” 

write us: 
when we tell 

boilers since Ist 
plants con 

Running 

sixteen steam 
having 
Shop booming 

iarge 

The Hoppes Manufacturing Company, Spring 
field, Ohie, shipped, during 30 days in October, 
about 5,000 horse-power in feed-water heaters and 
purifiers, and 2,500 horse-power in exhaust steam 

the second to 
avery flattering out- 

heaters. Several were to fill from 
the fourth order, They report 
look for future trade. 

The Wilson-Snyder Manufacturing Company bas 
purchased the property on Ross street, Pittsburgh, 
Pa., known as the old Anderson Steel Works, the 
consideration being $85,000. The firm, which is en- 
gaged in the iron pipe fitting, brass foundry and 
steam pump manufacturing business, will erect new 
buildings on the property 

Longworth street, Cin- 
furnishing 

dynamos, for 
building such ma 

They 
of sup- 

Jones & Bro., 55-57 
Ohio, are doing a 

materials for 
amateurs and others desirous of 

Ci. 
cinnati, business in 
castings and small 

chines for experimental or other 
also build for sale small dynamos capable 
plying 10 to 30 candle. power. 

purposes. 

New York capitalists have purchased a controlling 
interest inthe Anniston City Land Co., for about 
$600,000, which sum will be re-invested in establish 
ing new manufacturing enterprises. It is proposed 
by Anniston parties to esvablisb five plants, 
not less than $100,000 each, and several smaller en- 

aggregate $100,000, If 

to cost 

terprises, to cost in the any 
information can be made public, D. T. Parker, pres- 
ident First National Bank, can probably give it 

styles, the ** Common Sense,”’ as heretofore sold by 
us, and mailed to any address at $1.00 each, and 
the ** New Handy,” mailed at 50c.each. The former 
has stiff board covers, while the latter has flexicle 
covers, with full page opening flat. Either will hold 
the entire 52issues of any volume. AMERICAN MA 
CHINIST PuB’G Co., 96 Fulton st , New York 

** Practical Drawing.” By J. G. A. Meyer. The 
above series of articles now running in the AMERICAN 
MACHINIST, Should be closely followed by every stu 
dent. They commenced with October 23, 1886 issue, 
and up to and including Nov. 3, 1888 issue, 62 arti- 
cles have been so far published. Copies containing 

is found by dividing its weight by the accelera- 
tion in feet per produced by the 
of gravity upon a freely falling body, namely, 
32.2; this number is usually desginated in scien- 
tific works by the letter g. In short, the 

second, 

mass of 
a - the body is equal to Therefore, according to} 

what has been stated before, the centrifugal force 
is found by the formula, 

Ve w 
R g? 

which is equivalent to the formula previously given, 
namely 

( 

c= yw. 
Rg 

In the foregoing we have referred to the radius of 
gyration, which is not tne radius from the center of 
the shaft to the center of gravity or mass center of 
the body. But the radius of gyration is difficult to 
find, and since, in many practical problems, the 
difference between the radius of gyration and the 
radius to the center of gravity is smali, the latter is 

mn speed of 600 feet per minute; for slower 
s the area of the steam port is proportionally 

| often adopted. See any good engineer's pocket-book 
or any good work on the Elements of Mechanics 

action | 
these articles, sent by mail to any part of this coun 

| try or Canada at 5 cents each. AMERICAN MA 
| CHINIST PUBLISHING Co., 96 Fulton st., New York. 
Pe ‘Modern Locomotive Construction.””. By J. G. A. 
| Meyer. The above series of articles, now running 
inthe AMERICAN MACHINIST, are attracting the at 
| tention of railway mechanics all over the world 
| Commencing with the June 27, 1885 issue, 76 articles 
| have thus far appeared up to and ineluding the 
| Oct. 27, 1888 issue. Copies containing these arti- 
| cles sent by mail to any part of the U. S. or Canada 
}atS5 cents each. AMERICAN MACHINIST PUBLISHING 
| Co., 96 Fulton st., New York 

ORAS TURESS, 

cgay 

Smith & Sharp expect to start a cotton bagging 
factory at Marion, Ala 

mm fo 
factory at 

Bishop will build asash, door and blind 
Florence, Ala 

The Stilwell Coal Company have completed their 
machine shop at Little Rock, Ark 

Vanutacturers’ Record, 

The Lidback Manufacturing Company, Portland. 
Maine, Lidback, have a large 
addition to their work now nearly completed, which 
will give them nearly double their former capacity. 
When the new addition is completed and furnished 
with machinery they will employ 35 men 

successors to J. A. 

The new 
Lidback automatic high-speed engine is coy 
ered by three patents, and many new orders bave 

| lately been received in this State and from Chicago 
and other places inthe West. The works of the 
new Lidback corporation are located on Commer 
cial street, near the Grand Trunk Railway station, 
and will greatly aid in making things lively in this 

large orders ahead 
Journal 

region. The entire works, with 
will be running November 15.—/ndustrial 

Philadelphia, Pa., 
results of 

W. Barnet Le Van, 
lished in convenient form the 

has pub- 
some tests 

made by George H. Barrus, of two of the Le Van 
boilers at the works of the Keystone Watch Case 
Company. The tests were made in the interest of 

ithe Watch Case Company. Several kinds of coal 
were used, the object being to determine the cheap 

lest fuel. According to the report of Mr. Barrus, 
bse evaporation, from and at 212° per pound of com 
| bustible, ranged for five tests, from 11.071 pounds to 
| 11.388 pounds, while with wet Goal, buckwheat, pea 
and other cheap grades, the evaporation 

| pounds and upwards per pound of coal. The chim 
ney draft was equal to only two-tenths of an inch of 

and Mr. Le \ excellent re 
sults would With a better 

‘ draft 

was 9 

water, in believes these 
| ' have been exceeded 
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Machinists’ Supplies and Iron. 

NEw York, Nov. 17, 1888. 
JIron—American Pig—The general conditions of 

the market remain about the same as per our last 
report. and prices are steadily maintained. We 
quote Standard Lehigh and North River brands, 
No. 1 X Foundry at $18 from dealers ; $18.50 to $19 
from dealers; No. 2 Foundry, $17 to $17.50; Grey 
Forge, $15.50 to $16.25. 

WANTED* 
** Situation and Help” Advertisements only inserted 

under this head. Rate 30 cents a line for each inser- 
tion. About seven words make a line. Copy should 
be sent to reach us not later than Saturday morning 
for the ensuing week's issue, 

45> 
.! =e 
“i 

Wanted—See bottom of third column, page 11. 
Good mechanical draftsman wants position in 

boiler and engine work. Box 44, Am. MACHINIST. 
Wanted—First-class pattern maker. Steady work 

and good pay to the right man. Davenport Foundry 
and Machine Co., Davenport, Iowa. 

Position wanted by young man as draftsman or 
foreman in machine shop ; good experience ; used 
to handle men. Address S. N., AM. MACHINIST. 
Wanted—By practical pattern maker and drafts- 

man, position as foreman pattern maker. 8S. K 
AMERICAN MACHINIST. 
Young draftsman, with one year’s shop experi- 

ence, wishes more practice in machine shop ; wages 
no object. Quick Return, AMERICAN MACHINIST. 

A foreman of boiler shop desires an engagement ; 
has had long experience in above capacity ; first- 
class references from former employers. Address 
Dispatch, AMERICAN MACHINIST. 
Wanted at once.—A first class machinist to take 

charge of and take a cash interest in a machine 
shop, doing a fine manufacturing and repair busi- 
ness ina prosperous city in northern Wisconsin. 
Address box 45, AMERICAN MACHINIST. 
Wanted—English fitters or turners returning 

home, who have worked in first-class shops in New 
England, manufacturing highly finished work, to 
please apply, either by letter or personaliy, to 
George Richards & Co., Limited, Broadheath, near 
Manchester, England. 
Situation wanted by a Connecticut Yankee, 39 

years old, with 15 years’ railroad experience in 
machine shops and on road, 4 years’ technical news- 
paper, 2 years’ model making, and 5 years superin- 
tendent and erecting e'ectric light plants. Address 
F. L., AMERICAN MACHINIST. 

+ MISCELLANEOUS WANTS 
Advertisements will be inserted under this head at 

35 cents per line, each insertion. 

Crescent solid lubricant, clean, durable, cheap ; 
prevents hot boxes. Crescent Mfg. Co., Cleveland. 
The Crescent automatic grease cup is adapted to 

every service. Crescent Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Obio. 
August C. Christensen, 24 State st., N. Y., consult 

ing engineer for hydr.and pumping machinery, etc. 
Working drawings for machinery. D. J. Kelsey, 

M. E., 32 Ins. Bld., New Haven, Ct. 
Correspondence solicited with parties having ma- 

chine or foundry specialties to build. Honesdale 
lron Works, Honesdale, Pa. 

For Sale—The patent of tube cutter illustrated in 
AMERICAN MACHINIST, Nov. 17th issue. Geo. r 
Odgers, Union st. and Westfield Ave., Elizabeth, N. J. 
Wanted.—To buy second-hand lathes, planers and 

shapers of all sizes; must be cheap and in good 
order. Fosdick & Plucker, 6th and Culvert Streets, 
Cincinnati O. 

For Sale, Cheap—A complete wire nail plant, con- 
sisting of 25 machines of the most modern con- 
struction, tumoling barrels, reels, etc. Address 
Sweet’s Manufacturing Co., Syracuse, N. Y. 
How to remove and prevent scale in steam boilers 

at a cost of ten cents a week. Send postal for cir- 
cular to Pittsburgh Boiler Scale Resolvent Co., 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
For Sale—Machine Shop and Foundry, at a bar- 

gain, in Western Ohio ; business profitable ; Gan give 
satisfactory reasons for selling. Address M., care 
AMERICAN MACHINIST. 

In stock and for sale, a large lot of new and 
second-hand engine lathes, iron planers, upright 
drills, shaping machines and other machine tools. 
Send for list and catalogue. Address Fitchburg 
Machine Works, manufacturers of metal working 
machinery, Fitchburg, Mass. 

A competent engine man, who has some improve- 
ments enabling an automatic engine of the highest 
type to be built at an expense about equal to that 
of the single valve automatic, would like to make 
arrangements with some reliable firm to build the 
same. Address R. L. C., AMERICAN MACHINIST. 

FOR SALE. ENGINES. 
The Fishkill Landing Machine Co., 

located at Fishkill, on the Hudson, N. Y., 
offer to manufacturers and others desiring a well- 
built, economical and durable engine, their improved 
CORLISS ENGINES, They are endorsed by 
many reputable engineers and persons using them. 
Address as above. 

Screw Cut- 
ting Auto- 
matic Cross 

‘eed, etc. 

Scroll Saws, 
Circular 

Saws,Lathe 
Mortisers 

Catalogue 
‘ree 

of all our 
Machinery. 

AMERICAN 

ADLEY’S UPRIGHT 
CUSHIONED 

HELVE 

HAMMER 
| Com binesthe bestele- 

us , - Sa ments essential in a 
- first-class Hammer. 

Has more good points, 
does more and bet- 
ter work and costs 

less for repairs 
than any other 
Hammer in the 
world. 

HEATING 

FORGES, 
With a manufactur- 

ing experience of over 
half a century, we 
recommend these 
machines to be the 
best, simplest, most 
durable and combin- 
ing all the essentia) 
elements. For hard 
coal or coke. Indis- 

> pensable in all shopst 
keep Bradley’s Cushioned Ham- 
mers and men fully emploved 

=< and reduces cost of production. 

Pat. Aug. 30, 1887. 
BRADLEY CO. ' 
SYRACUSE, N. Y. 

THE HUSSEY RE-HEATER 

and STEAM PLANT IMPROVEMENT CO, 

A. S. HATCH, President, 15 fortlands 
t 

S. D. BREWER, Gen’! Man’e’r, NEW YORE 

i) = Yr y Y MS i RY! NN 

Engineering, Steamfitting, and Design- 
ing, Remodeling and Improving Steam 
Plants, Consulting experts in all mat- 
ters pertaining to the use of Steam and 
Heat, 

15 ASTOR PL 
JOHN WILEY & SONS, “sew vors. 

————- PUBLISHERS OF" 
SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL WORKS. 
Send for Catalogues and Circulars.—Free by mail. 

Bridgenort, Machine Tool Works, 

E. P. BULLARD, Prop. 

BRIDGEPORT, CONN. 

285 — ! ~- ee - 
37 & 561 INCH BORING & TURNING MILLS, 

LATHES, SCREW MACHINES, TURRET MACHINES, &c. 

S PHECIAL RACILITIES 
FOR THE MANUFACTURING OF ALL KINDS OF 

LIGHT MACHINERY, HARDWARE AND 
NOVELTIES, 

by contract or otherwise. Presswork and Stamp- 
ing done on short notice. Estimates furnished. 
Punches, Dies and Special Tools made when required. 

ROCKAWAY MANUFACTURINC CO., 
Seneca Falls Mfg. Co. 687 Water St., Seneca Falls, N.Y 3 East Fourteenth Street, - = New York. 

GEO. 

mping 

<RURRESER, cONEEEEER cen) 

95 & 97 LIBERTY ST., 111 FEDERAL ST., 
NEW YORK, 

varcevormronense ENULNED A SPECIALTY 

F. BLAKE MANF’G CO 
Be Viboers ever’ VARIETY 

OF OF 

achinety 

BOSTON, 

MACHINIST DecemsBer 1, 188- 

i 
teen FON @, a Ton 

THE DEANE STEAM PUMP. £0. 

HOLYOKE, MASS., 

New York, Boston, Chicago, Philadelphi, 
St. Louis, 

Manufacturers of 

STEAM and POWER 

PUMPS 

FOR ALL PURPOSES. 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE 

[ron Working Tools. Address 

THE HENDEY 

TORRINGTON, 

Engine Lathes, Turret Lathes, B. G. Chucking Lathes, Turnin; 

Lathes for finishing [Irregular Forms in Brass, Heavy Spinning Lathes 

Automatic Drills for Hardware Mfrs., Shapers, Planers and othe: 

MACHINE CoO., 

CONN. 

| 64 & 66 SO. CLINTON STREET, 
CHICACO, ILLS. 

MACHINERY STEE 

MILLER, METCALF & PARKIN, 
CRESCENT STEEL WORKS, 

PITT2RURGH, Pa, 

5 CRUCIBLE or BESSEMER. 

HARD OR SOFT. 

Strong. Sound. Uniform. 

480 PEARL STREET, 
NEW YORK, N. Y. 

Saws 
on trial 

Sebastian, May & Co.’s Improved Screw Cutting 

FOOT AND POWER LATHES 

Drill Presses, Shapers, Band, Circular and Scroll 
Machinists’ Tools and Supplies. 

Catalogue mailed on application 
167 West Second Street, 

Lathes 

CINCINNATI, O. Oia ” 

Has improved Taper, Pipe and other attachments. 
in 2, 234, 344, 44, 5%, and 614 inch width of jaw. 

Sold by the Trade. 

OUR SPECIALTIES, 8, 12, 14 and 18 inch Lathes. 

Dm STEPHENS PATENT VISES. 

QUICK-ADJUSTING CAM AND TOGGLE JOINT. 

Stationary or Patent Swivel Bases. 

_ INCOMPARABLE FOR STRENCTH, DURABILITY 
FIRM HOLD AND QUICK WORK. 

Made 

Send for Circular. 

TOWER & LYON, MFR’S, 

95 CHAMBERS ST., NEW YORK. 

EXTRACTOR, 

For removing 
Grease from 
the exhaust of 

| Steam Engines. 
Causes no back 
pressure, yet 
effectually sep- 
arates entrain- 
ed oil & grease, 
and  automati- 
cally delivers it 
to a suitable 
receptacle. 

EFFECTS A SAVING 

BOILER CLEANING AND REPAIRS, 

UNION STONE COMPANY, 

IN FUEL, OIL, 

38 & 40 HAWLEY ST., 

BOSTON, MASS. 

TANIT 

36 JOHN ST., 

NEW YORK, 

FOR SAW MILLS, 
FOUNDRIES AND 

EMERY WHEELS and MACHINE SHOPS 
CRINDING MACHINES) For Circulars address 
THE TANITE COMPANY, STROUDSBURG, MONROE C0., Pa, 

Or Hh A. ROGERS, 19 Zohn &t., XY. 

W.C. YOUNG & CO., “actif 
Engine Lathes, Hand Lathes, 

FOOT POWER LATHES, SLIDE RESTS, ETC. 

Iron Foundry of 1. Shriver & Go., 

333 E. 66th St., ¢ N. Y. City. 

Nice Castings, Smooth and True to Patterns, 
of very best brands of Pig Iron. 

CASTINGS IN QUANTITY AT FAVORABLE PRICES. 

IF YOU WANT A STRONG, ECONOMICAL 

ENGIN E 
EITHER HORIZONTAL OR VERTICAL, 

For StkaDY EVERY DAY AND ALL NIGHT SERVICE AND AT A 
LOW PRICE, WRITE TO 

COOKE & C0., 22 Cortlandt St., New York. 
Twelve Hundred Engines in use. 

Please mention this paper. 

THOMAS P S:MPSON. ‘Vashington, 
D.C. No atty’sfee until latent ob 
tained, Write for loventor s Guida 

the workmanship is all that could be desired. 

a wide range of work. 
inch swing, to widen to 16 feet. 
18 feet diameter by 47 inches face, weight 14 
feet. We have turned a hoisting drum, 12 feet diameter, 6 feet face, weight 8 tons. 
holders, cross-heads, quick return, and entirely independent feed motion on each side of the 
machine, are very fine points, and not surpassed by any machine we know of. 

WEBSTER, CAMP & LANE MACHINE CO. 

AKRON, O., March 7th, 1884, 

BETTS MACHINE Co., 
Wilmington, 

The 110 inch Turning and Boring Mill, purchased from you, we have had running 
constantly since July, 1881, a portion of the time night and day, thus thoroughly testing its 
quality; and we are able to state that it has given us entire satisfaction. 
we have been using it, it has not required any repairs. 

Delaware, 

Duriog the time 
The weight and power are ample and 

The gearing is noiseless. The ease with which 
the machine can be widened to increase the swing makes it very desirable for a shop having 

You gave us more than you promised. 
It swings 112 inches, and we have turned a fly-wheel pulley 

We bought tne mill for 110 

tons, and do not see why we might not turn 20 
The tool 

D: 
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NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY, 

PROVIDENCE, R. I. 

Files and Rasps, 

OF EVERY VARIETY, INCLUDING THEIR 
TRADE 

EXTRA FINE. 
MARK, 

FOR FINE TO0L MAKERS, JEWELERS, SILVERSMITHS, WATCHMARERS, ETC, 

THE “VOLUNTEER” 

UP-DROP, SIGHT FEED, LUBRIGATOR, 

(GATES PATENT.) 

FOR STATIONARY ENGINES AND PUMPS OF 

A ALL KINDS. LUBRICATORS FOR SIN- 

—E 

= GLE OR DOUBLE CONNECTION. 

: PRICE LIST. 

g eee ee oe a ee ee 

7 Price ......| $10.00 | $12.00 | $15.00 
w apecity .. $ pt. + pt. | # pt. 

“NATHAN MANUFACTURING CO., 

92 & 94 LIBERTY STREET, NEW YORK, 
Send for Catalogue. SOLE MANUFACTURERS, 

Established in 1874. 

CLEVELAND TWIST DRILL CO. 

24 and 26 West Street, Cleveland, 0. 
101 Chambers Street, New York. 
85 Queen Victoria St., London, Eng. 

ESTABLISHED i859. 
Formerly HUSSEY, HOWE & CO., Limited. 

HOWE, BROWN & CO,, Limited, s-vwscy rows sc 
Manufacturers of a kinds 

CRUCIBLE AND OPEN HEARTH STEEL, CAMERON SELF-HARDENING STEEL, 
For Shearing Tools and Turning Steel Tires. 

BRANCH OFFICES: Boston, !27 Oliver St. New York, |2 Cliff St. Chicago, !71! La Salle St. 

a | 

GUILD & GARRISON, ==." 

Senne - Steam Pumps, Vacuum Pumps, Vacuum nt: li Filter-press Pumps, 
Air Compressors, Condensers for Pans, Engines, Steam Pumps, Etc. 

P.H.&F.M.ROOTS, 

Connersville, Indiana, 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

PORTABLE FORGES, TUYERE IRONS, ETC. 

Kent Ave. and | 

VOLNEY W. MASON & CO., 
Friction Pulleys, Clutches and Elevators, 

PROVIDENCE. R. I. 

co. PARK MFG. 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

34 

Beach 

2 Street, 

ROOTS’ NEW ACME HAND-BLOWERS. * Boston 
ee a Durable, ; 

ompac . cap. OVERFLOW Mass. 
Roots’ Foundry Blowers, Gas Exhausters, eto. 

. 8. 8. TOWNSEND, Gen, Agt.. 22 CORTLANDT ST., 
COOKE &-00., Selling Agts., NEW YORK. 

In Writing, Please Mention This Paper. 
The Park Injector, 

EJECTORS anp JET APPARATUS. 

BEAUDRY’S 

DUPLEX 

Power Press! 

COMBINING 

PRESS, SHEARS AND 

PUNCH. 

BEAUDRY &Co. 

(Formerly of Beaudry’s Upright 
Power Hammer.) 

SOLE MANUFACTURERS. 

Also Manufacturers of 

HARD COAL HEATING FORGES. 

OFFICE : 

Room 4, MASON BUILDING, 

70 KILBY STREET, 

—LECOUNT’S- 

NEw EXPANDING MANDREL. 
Amateur’s Size, Machinist's Size. 

Taking anything from No. PRICE 
; A he . Serre 3g tol in. » ou 

# to 1 inch inclusive. 2 ae 136 ° 14 

ROG. eee sissenwies $5.00 3 1% * ~ 
> on ws 4(with screws)2 ‘“ 3 se 

Patented Dec. 25, 1877. 5 4 ‘ 34 44 

IF YOU WILL TRY THIS TOOL YOU WILL NOT REGRET THE EXPENSE. 
Cc. W. LECOUNT, SOUTH NORWALK, CONN. 

Send for Ne New Catalogue. 

HALL STEAM PUMP CO., 

91 Liberty St., New York. Boiler and 
Pump Combined. 

THE VOLKER & FELTHOUSEN MFG.CO. )iauiea 
MANUFACTURERS OF Factory 

peut FAUU) DUPLEX Ea RUMES Prices 
TD SAMAR LT ANA Lite j by 

A. Aller, New York; Walworth ( Jomatr uation y3 Supr n; 
Henry |. Snell, Philadelphia; Thos. J. Be ae a}, — 
Kendall & Co., Toledo ; The George Worthington Co., Cleveland; 
Goulds & Austin, Chicago ; Kenned. Pierce Machinery Co., 
pases, Col ; Sheriff & Ashworth, ttsburgh, ; Jos. Baur, 

ich.; Jas. Je nks, Detroit, Wickes F hy ‘Kast eer: 
ey Leitelte. rand d Rapids; E. F. Osborne & Co. St. Paul, Minn.; 
Rundle, Spence & waukee; Joshua Hendy “Machine ‘Works, 

‘rancisco; Foon & Emrich, Baltimore; Forbes, L uiddell & Co., 
Montgomery, Ala ; Bailey & Lebby, Charleston, S.C.: Pond En meer 
ing Co., St. Louis and Kansas City ; O. B, Goodwin, Norfol a.; 
Columbus Supply Co., Columbus, O.; ©.8. Leeds & Co., ccsabel 

D.C leman, New Orleans. 

“@ THE M.T. DAVIDSON IMPROVED STEAM PUMP 

ee, Davison Steam Pump Company. 

wR? BEST PUMP ‘nici 

PRINCIPAL OFFICE, No. 77 LIBERTY STREET, N. Y. 
NEW ENGLAND OFFICE, 51 OLIVER STREET, BOSTON, MASS 

WHY THIS 16 PUT HERE! 
For the reason that if you are 

interested in raising water or other 
liquids by steam power, we wish to call 
your attention to the 
THE CHEAPEST AND BEST STEAM PUMP IN THE asamt. PRICES LOWER THAN ANY OTHER. 

=~ More Efficient, Simple, Durable, and more onamical, ppoth as to running 
AER nses and repairs, than any b* er Stea ump. 

Call or write .. pm ap new 96 page Illustrated Descriptive Book laren es Particulars, Reduced Net 
Prices, and hundreds of A-1 Testimonials. Mailed Free, 

PULSOMETER STEAM PUMP CO., 120 LIBERTY ST., N. Y¥. 

Fitchburg Machine Works 

MANUFACTURERS OF METAL-WORKING MACHINERY. 

OFFICE AND WORKS, 

13 to 21 

MAIN ST., 

"Fitchburg, Mass. 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE E. 

STANDARD TOOL CO,, 

ATHOL, MASS., 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

The Celebrated Chaplin Try and Center Square, Standard Steel Rules, 
Steel Caliper Rules, Universal Bevels, Caliper Gauges, Improve d 

Surface Gauge 3, Bevel Protrac tors, Depth Gauges, Screw 
Pitch and Center Gauges, He arde ned Steel Squé ire Ss, 

Graduated Steel Squé ares, Spring Calipers, 
Pliers, Straight Edge s, &c., &c. 

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST OF FULL LINE. 

“TiENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO., BORING AND TURNING MILLS . § i: 
industrial Publishers, Booksellers and Importers, LATHES PLANERS DRILL PRESSES pes =! 

F.P.MICHEL ROCHESTER N.Y. : 

Hi 
‘ 

S8r1o Walnut St., Philadelphia. nae 

¢t# Our New and Revised Catalogue of Practical and Scien- 
tifle Books, 80 pages, 8vo., and our other Catalogues and oO WR T H { N CG TO N 
Circulars, the whole covering every branch of Science applied 
to the Arts, sent free and freeof postage to any one in any 
part of the world who will furnish his address. ia U M Pi N CG 

MACHINER 

Henry R. WORTHINGTON, 

NEW YORK, 
BOSTON PHILADELPHIA 

CHICAGO ST LOUIS SAN FRANCISCOY 

PUMP VALVES..:.:. 

“puces, PONd Engineering Go., “sc” 

BEST PLANE IN THE WORLD. 

The Gage Tool Co.’s Self-Setting Plane. 
Pror. J. L. MORRIS. SIBLEY COLLEGE OF MECHANIC ARTs, SS 

Cornell University, 7) 
ITHACA, N. Y., Oct. 5th, 1888, m ‘od 

GAGE Too. Co., Vineland, N. J. eg oS 
GENTS: The Planes purchased « of you last year are pro- s es 

nounced by both foremen in our wood-working shops as the best they have ever used, A am 
We are working one hundred stude mite in our wood shop % = 

~° present, all beginners, ° rt wat <i to tools; they are "he ard on Ly oo 
ols, but yours stand the te: & 
We think the Planes pun Misia od of you this year are bet sa 

ter than those of last ye = - Se 
Ye surs truly, J. L. Morris, Supt, — — 

Boston, Mass. ASK DEALERS FOR THEM. 
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Boilers for Export, or for Use in 

Undeveloped Regions. 
Packed for Transportation on Mule back, in Cases weighing not over 275 Ibs. 
Easily erected. Self-contained. No brickwork required. 
No rivets, expanded joints, calked seams, or packing. 

HARRISON SAFETY BOILER WORKS, 
GERMANTOWN JUNCTION, PHILADELPHIA, PENNA. 

‘S’TEANI”’ 

A VALUABLE BOOK FOR EVERY STEAM USEF 
AND ENGINEER. 

PUBLISHED FOR FREE DISTRIBUTION, BY 

THE BABCOCK & WILCOX COMPANY, 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

WATER-TUBE BOILERS, 

107 Hope St., Glasgow. 30 Cortlandt St., N.Y. 

Le SLOANE STEAM GENERATOR, 
Saves 25 to 
3per cent.of 
uel, Makes 

mm 50 per cent, 
—= more steam. 
= Attached to old — . s = or new boilers in 

two days, without 
disturbing wails. 

Do not require 
For particulars Seven years in use. any repairs. 

address, 
G. W. SLOANE, 

53 GREENPOINT AVE., Brooklyn, N. Y- 

—WEBSTER’S— 

“Vacuum” Feed-Water Heater and Purttien 
Operates Below Atmospheric Pressure. 

Converts 
water to be 
purified into 
vapor and 
thence back 
into water, pre- - 

of heat units. 
Feeds purified Fs 
wi ate iT to boiler }iij 

AIR PIPE 

at or just 
below 
point of 
vapori- 
zation, prevent- 
ing scale,remoy- 
ing back press- 
ure, increasing 
power and 
steam, 

OVERFLOW 

saving coal 
water, labor and 
space. Can be placed 
in any position either 
near or at any distance 4+ 
from exhaust. a 

Send for Descriptive Cir- 
cular. 

WARREN WEBSTER & CO., MFR’S. 
491 N. THIRD ST.. PHILADELPHIA, PA. | 

This System of Feed Water Heater is the Best 
AND THE 

LOWE 

is the simplest 

HEATER 
on the system. 

Has Straight Tubes 
Witn reliable provision 

for expansion, and will 

HEAT AND PURIFY 
THE WATER, 
EQUAL TO ANY 

With same Feet of Heat- 
ing Surface and 

, Wear the Longest 
Send for description and 

Histories of _ Boilers and 
Feed Water Heaters, to 

BridgeportBoiler Works, 
Bridgeport, Conn. 

Agents, THE POND ENGINEERING COMPANY, 
St. Louis and Kansas City, Mo. 

Reliance Safety: Water Columns. 

These are the cheapest appliances for 
the purpose on the market, and their 
equal is not offered at any price. 

For sale by dealers generally. For Il- 
lustrated Price List address 

RELIANCE GAUGE CO., 
27 EUCLID AVE., CLEVELAND 0. 

SIMONDS ROLLING MACHINE CoO., 
MANUFACTURERS OF ROLLED FORGED SPECIALTIES, 

one STEEL BALLS 
For Anti-Friction Bearings, of 
Best Cast Steel, Hardened, 
Ground and Burnished, from 
3-16 in. to 2 in, diameter. 

In quality and density of metal, in uni- 
formity of temper, and in accuracy and 
nicety of finish warranted unequaled. 
SAMPLES AND PRICES ON APPLICATION, 

SIMONDS ROLLING MACHINE CO., Fitchburg, Mass. 

DRILLING MACHINES. 
ALL STYLES WITH 

Latest Designs and Improvements 
For cats and prices address, 

BICKFORD DRILL 60., 
== Front & Pike Sts, Cincinnati “ 

FORGING AND WELDING BY PETROLEUM AIR BLAST FIRES. 

GREAT ECONOMY OVER COAL. 

Insurance not increased. No ASHES or CLINK 
Continuous fire the whole day. 

AERATED FUEL CO., - Springfield, Mass. 
J. H. BULLARD, Gen’! Manager. 

ALDEN SPEARE’S SONS & C®., Boston, Mass. 

SCALING AVOIDED. 
Wear of DIES lessened, and better work & produced, 

Correspondence ‘Solicited. 

Agents for Easrern part of New England 
Ma HARRIS & “OWDERY, Ashtabula, Ohio, Agents for Ohio, 

|}POP 

PATENT OILER 
Government Regulation 

SAFETY VALVES, 
For Stationary, Marine and Locomotive Boilers. 

J. E. LONERGAN & 6O., 
211 Race Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

1888 CATALOQUE FREE ON APPLICATION. 

CYLINDER SIGHT 
FEED CUPS. 

BRASS FOUNDERS AND 
FINISHERS, 

WwmM. 

The 

Non-Conducting Covering for 

in bags of 110 lbs. each. 
imitations. 

Fossil Meal Co., 48 Cedar St, N. Y. a C. 

THE BEST 

Steam Pipe and Boilers, 
only genuine Fossil Meal. Sold 

Beware of 
Send for circulars. 

A. GIESE, Sole Seance ll 

MACHINIST 

WASTCOTT CHUCK C0, 

HUCKS. : 

[ camactty Little Giant | Improved. 

DecemsBer 1, 1888 

Formerly thida Steam Engine & Foundry Co, OMEIDA, Mi, 
Manufacturers of all kinds of 

LATHE 4x0 DRILL 
co Westcott’s Patent. 

| ----holds 0 to ¥ inch. 
eine Oto ~ * 
: “* Oto &% “ 

Seud for Catalogue. 

i Hydrostatic Machinery 

PRESSES, 
PUMPS, 

PUNCHES, 

Accumulators, 

JACKS, 
VALVES, 

FITTINGS, 

} Vault Elevators, &c. &c, 

CHUCKS 

WRITE US FOR PRICES. 

THE HOGGSON & PETTIS MFG. CO. 
Est. 1849. NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

{804 PATENT CHUCKS. 

We make a specialty of geared scroll chucks in 
diam’s below 12’’. For many uses a scroll chuck 
cannot be excelled. Ask at your dealers for our 
1884 Patent or write for our catalogue. 

THE D, £. WHITON MACHINE 6O., 
New London, Conn, 

MCMAHON & COMPANY, 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

- = 

Machinists’ Tools, 
AND 

Patent Friction Pulleys, 
Water St., Commer Lolge, 

WORCESTER, MASS, 

IRWIN VEEDER, 
Expert and Solicitor of Patents. 

six years’ poasticas experience in shops after receivin 
technical education and before entering the practi Ay 
Rooms 309-11, 225 Dearborn Street, Chicago. 

J. H. RAYMOND, OF COUNSEL. 

a) THOS. H. DALLETT & 0. 
1305 Buttonwood Street, 

PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

Portable Drills, 

Hand Drills, 

Boiler Shell Drills 

Light Drill Presses, 

Special Machinery. 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 
Secured for inventors. .Lerms 
moderate. Information free. 

4 P., O. Box 707, Washington, D. C, 

UNIVERSAL RADIAL” 

RADIAL DRILLING MACHINES 
—= THREE DESIGNS. SIX SIZES 
EMBODY ALL DESIRABLE FEATURES 

PRICES 490 & UPWARD 

ipo UNIVERSAL RADIAL DRILL CO 
CINCINNATI 

= — 
ae 

Jcorrnateutoy® svracuseny 3 

boobtbtib bibl 

ney 

ae 8 tS 

TUL 

Serre. 

Manufacturers of Set, Cap 
and Machine Screws, Studs, etc. 

Fit up your Boiler Shops, Bridge Works, 
Ship Yards, &c., with my ‘‘ NEW” Standard 

'\PUNCHES. 
They will save you time and money. 

1. P. RICHARDS, PROVIDENCE, R.I. 

BAILEY’S PATENT COPPER CAP FUSIBLE PLUG, 
A CHEAP MEANS FOR PREVENTING ACCIDENTS TO STEAM BOILERS THROUGH LOW WATER. 

hoa 
prevent it from melting. 
tion. 

Highly recommended by the chief 
Britain 
sales 

filling all requirements 
mechanics 

Over 150,000 sold in Europe since first introduced, with increasing 
Highly recommended also by the | 

spectors of Vessels at Washington, BD. C. 
many other eminent expert engineers, as superior to any now in use, 

Highly recommended 

The fusible metal is kept from contact with the water, 
thereby avoiding the chemical and mechanical action, which would othe wise 

Cap is readily removable, permitting free inspec- 

Boiler Insurance Companies of Great 

S. Board « 
; by Prof It. 

f Supervising In- 
H. Thurston, and 

and 
of master also by wu number 

GEO. VAN WAGENEN, Sole American Licensee and Manufacturer. 
** (llustrated Pamphlets on Application, 233 West Street, New York City. 

MACHINIST'S SCALES, 
PATENT END GRADUATION. 

We Invite Comparison for Accuracy with all others. 

TRADE MARK. 

Manufactured by 

THE E. HORTON & SON CO., 

Windsor Locks, Conn., U.S.A. 

Send for Tllustrated Catalogue. 

A NEW CATALOGUE OF 

CUSHMAN -CHUCKS 

JUST ISSUED. 
Containing new designs. Sizes and prices sent free 

on application to the 

CUSHMAN CHUCK C0., 
HARTFORD, CONN. 

z= Emery Wheei 
+ | Surfacing Machino, 
g 

aed 

used, and table is easily 

1 be 

usted to wearing 

wheel. 

Write for Circular, 
away of w adj 
ELD GLUE AND EMERY WHEEL co 

SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 

MACHINE TOOLS. 
Special or General, any size, for the manufacture of 

Ordn nan Locomotive arine and Seatonegy _ Sngin: 3, 
Ships * Boilers, &e., supplied to many leading t 
United States of America. 

Asquith’s Patent Radial Drills 
Unequaled by any in the World. Send specification of ' 
quirements. Large Stock of Tools ready for delivery. 
W. ASQUITH, HALIFAX, England 

Swen 
FOR HAND AND POWER. 

6’’, 8” and 10" Stroke. 
Adaptos to All Classes of Work 

to their Capacity. 

wR ia) i] — | 2 = _ 

Circulars Furnished. 

BOYNTON & PLUMMER, 
WORCESTER, MASS. 

FINISHED 

HEXAGON NUTS. 

Accurate to Gauge 

Orders Promptly Filled. 

TRUMP BROS. M'CH CO. 

EVERY SCALE GUARANTEED. SEND FOR LIST. 
COFFIN & LEICHTON, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 

FRICTION ' 

Wilmington, Delaware. 

LUTCH PULLEYS AND 

CUT-OFF COUPLINCS 

JAS. HUNTER & SON, 

North Adams, Mass. 

passing once through. 

Occuples but little room. 

OTTO'S PATENT FLUE-GLEANING MACHINE. 
Will take off the thickest crust of lime from outside surface of boiler flues by 

Very little power required to run it. 
Noiseless, Self-feeding, adjustable and reversible, and needs no countershaft 

Circulars with full description on application 

PEDRICK & AYER, 1025 Hamilton St., Philadelphia, Pa, 

— | 

ee ee eee 
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»ufacturers of 

colid and Shell Reamers, Beach’s Patent Self-Centering Chuck, Bit Stock Drill:. 
DRILL GRINDING MACHINES, MILLING CUTTERS AND SPECIAL TOOLS TO ORDER. 

BOYNTON’S ADJUSTABLE 

ALLIGATOR WRENCH. 
Quick and 

handy in ad- 
justment. 

Invaluable 
for work on 

Made entirely of 

PAT'D JUNE 14 1BB7, 

clipped pipe, in close cotls and corners that cannot be reached with other wrenches. 
drop forged steel. Six sizes. Manufactured by 

CAMPBELL PRINTING PRESS AND MFG. 
160 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK. 

CURTIS & CURTIS, 
Successors to FORBES & 

66 JOHN ST., DeldgepertCk., 7. rl A. 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

The Forbes Pat. Die Stock, 
Pipe Cu 4" gam 

A portabl ting a thread- 
ing mnachine with Ww sh one man 
can with ease thread pipe up to six 
inch diam. No vise is required. 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue 

‘WILLIAM BARKER & CO., 

Iron and Brass 
Working 

| MACHINERY 
: 140 2142 F, Sixth St., 

Near Culvert, 

FCINCINNATI, 0. 

THE NATIONAL 
Feed-Water 

HEATER. 

A brass co'l Heater de- 
livering water to the boil- 
er at 210° Fahrenheit. 

co. 
325 DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO. 

F, E. REED, 

Worcester, Mass. 

NGINE Lathes 9 me Lathes, Foot Lathes, Upright Drill: 
and Milli Machines. Agents, MANN ING. AXWELL 

& MOORE, 111 LIBERTY STREET, NEw YORE. circulars and 
q prices. 

! t emasTemT 

P, BLAISDELL & CO. 
Manufacturers of 

Machinists’ Tools, 
WORCESTER, MASS. 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 

MORSE TWIST DRILL AND MAGHINE COMPANY, New Beatora, mass. 
Morse Patent Straight-Lip Increase Twist Drills, 

18 

D, SAUNDERS SON, 

Manufacturers of 

Pine Gutting & Threading Machines 
For Pipe, Mill and Steam Fitters’ Use. 

TAPPING MACHINES, 
For Steam Fitting, also 

Steam and Gas Fitters’ Hand Tools. 
YONKERS, N. YW. 

SNOUT ZA ACD) AAO 

wap DLOWERS, EXHAUSTERS, - 
HEATING FURNACES. 

Jer FLOWERS, pLaRSMaTE DRILLS. 

Cincinnati Centennial Exposition, 
To the Committee on Rules, Jurors and Awards, 

GENTLEMEN 
We, your committee appointed to make 

examination of Class 6, G roup 41 Right ‘per 
formed that duty, and find as fe lo 

Engine Lathe; The G. A. Gray Co.. Cin- cinnati, O. The points of excellence of this lathe over others exhibited ar: 
Ist. Design and Proportions 
2d. Perfex eS Conia ‘ton all plane surfaces. 
3d. Change of feed. 
4th. Taper and screw cutting attach ments 
Sth. Accurag *y of workmanship and 

superior finish. 
This lathe having shown in a number of 

ditfere nt measurements, not only a superi 
ority over all others examine ‘d, but a per 
fe ction seldom attained in machines of this c las s8, 

We award a Gold Medal. 
PD. D oe, ) 
Wu Cc Jurors. 
M. L. ANDREWS, ) 

U. BAIRD MACHINERY CO. 

kPWPitteabureh, Pa. 

MACHINISTS’ TOOLS AND SUPPLIES. 

Pattern Makers’ Tools. Boiler Makers’ Tools. 

STURTEVANT BLOWERS AND EXHAUST FANS. 
100.000 Horse Power 
sold. Prices Low. Sat- 

isfaction universal. 

THE NATIONAL PIPE BENDING CO., 
82 River Street, NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

HUGO BILGRAM, 
440 N. 12th St., Phila., Pa, 

Maker of all kinds of 

MACHINERY, 
Pppetel facilities for Accurate 
or 

NEW HAVEN MANUF’G CO., 
New Haven, Conn. 

Lathes, 

Planers, 

Shapers, 

Slotters, 

Etc. 

Bevel Gears cut theoret- 
ically Correct. 

DRILL PRESSES. 

SILICA BICYCLES. 

Graphite Paint 

For Boiler Fronts and Smoke Stacks, 
!'wo coats will last two years. Send for Circular. 

Equally good for all Iron Work exposed to extreme 
temperatures, salt air, acid fumes, ete, 

ELECTRIC PERFORATED 

"LEATHER BELTING ! 

Prevents 

AIR 

Guaranteed 
for 

Pat. May 24th, 1888. 

CHAS. A. SCHIEREN & CO., 
(MANUFACTURERS. ) 

PHILA. CHICAGO. NEW YORK. 

DYNAMOS 

Cushions. 

BOSTON. 

Almond Drill Chuck, 
Sold at all Machinists’ 

ay Supply Stores, 

R. ALMOND, 
83 & 85 Washington St. 

BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

Adjustable Clamping Blocks. 
A simple deviee used to fill under 

clamps, when clamping work to vari 
ous machines. Does away with lumber 
yards, scrap piles and ¢ onfusion about 
your shops. Send for descriptive cir 
culars and prices. 

ENERGY M’F’G CO., 
4 1115 & 1123S. 1Sth STREET, - PHILA., PA. 

Te 

c+ COMPLETE STEAM PUMP; 
ONLY SEVEN DOLLARS 2 

DEMAND THIS, PUMP 
(0) em 2016) = 
DEALER 

cere 

Sy OR WRITE . 
TO US FOR PRICES.¢ 

Van Duzen’s PatTeENT 

* VaNDUZEN & TiFT.| 
SOLE MAKERS | 

I f INCINNATI, Ons} 

OUR 
NEW CATALOGUE OF TOOLS 
And Supplies sent free to any patrons on .v ceipt of Tren 

‘ents in stamps (for postage. 

Chas. A. Strelinger & Co,, °° Detroit, Mich. 

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., 

Vanufacturers Pencils and Graphite Specialties, 
JERSEY CITY, N. J. 

Sterling Emery Wheel Co., 
Factory, West Sterling, Mass. 

Office, 17 Dey Street, New York. 

Our Wheels for Machine Shop 
Work and Tool Grinding 

Superior to all others. 
. iicetiak | Naval Size 10x34x Send for Catalogue Just published. 

ar a *'- ‘Constructors 1% in. Com- ——_———__. 
: _ o gle 1 Architects. pe te pocket Chicago Office, 41 South Cana! St., Chicago, Ill 
oats Mining si Builders 00K. All 
HE-EeM Hydraulic, Mechanics, — practical prob-| PATENT UNIVERSAL SCREW-CUTTING CENTER 
fy eo es Heating. Chemists. sight. Mailed DEPTH ANGLE AND 
ae nl Scientists. oe secsin’ pe J. WYKE &CO., TWIST DRILL GAUGE. 
vad Multary. |ptudents. 76 cents, Fine Machinists’ Tools, —E. Boston, Mass—Send for Circular 

R. C. SMITH, No, 1 Broadway, N. Y. 
We oa poe 

titi halaluladlala Tula 

j-|L. S, STARRETT, 
Manufacturer of 

“FINE TOOLS, 
ATHOL, MASS. 

SEND FOR | FULL LIST. 

hull haha AAT shih! lull Luda, Ar ANA | Lu} 

L. W. Pond Machine Co. 
Manufpeteress of and 

“Eclipse’’ Hand Pipe- Cutting Machines. 

No. 1.—Powerful, inex- 
pensive, simple in construc- 
tion, Cuts and screws pipes 
to 2-inch. Easily carried 
about i oon nina 

“ECLIPSE” Nos. 2 and 3 
These are pow erfuland most 

ehicient 
machines 
Sor cutting 

large 
ES, with which one man can 
ycut off and threadb-inch pipe 
? Cubs anc a Screws 2% to gin 

14 1 

24, too in 
y SU poy you to write us for | W rki 7M hi 

/ iNCO, AST & MAULE, ron 0 Ing ac = Improved Iron 
are a 

fan os Feed, 
Feb. 9, 836. 

Belt Shifter, pat 
ented Nov. 2, 1886, 
140 Union St., 

spaper.) Philadel, hia. 
aa We on ‘0 build Po wer Machines. 

SMU CARY & Nv MOEN CO.q 
AL \\ 
NAA 

Qluichk Action Vises. 

WYMAN & GORDON, 

WORCESTER, 

MASS. 

age on Free Outfit. 

WANTED TOOL AGENT 
and West of Penna, 

C. B, JAMES, 98 Lake St., Chicago. 
(Successor to'E. H. RANDALL & Co.) 

in Shops 
South 

Send roc, for Post- 

VALVES. 

ve —sS 
CIRCULARS PUMP GOVERNORS. 

a P 
43 Fore, 

<1 

Sesch! 

Ore WIRE OF cy DE’ ale ; | Worcester, # 19 } " abit 
AT LLU 

i nag | 

GAGE MACHINE WORKS, 

Waterford, N. Y. 

Manuf’ r’s of 

: — FOX, TURRET 
AND 

_— (| SpeedLathes 
— AND 

ee OW Brass Finishers 
TOOLS, 

DELAFIELD’'S PAT. SAW CLAMP 

With Saw for Cutting Metals. Saves all the broken hack 
saw blades, In use over two years in all ly of the country. 
The new Clamps have the ¢€ sdges beveled that hold the saw. 
Free by mail for 50 cents, Extra blades, 1-2 in. wide, 7c. each, 
70c. per dozen ; Lin, wide, Stubs, 35c. each. Free by mail. 
NOROTON MFC. WORKS, NOROTON, CONN. 

WOOD- ~WORKING MACHINERY 
For Mlaning Mills, Furni 
ture, Chair and Cabinet 
Factories, Cabinet wee 
and Gene ral Wood-V 
ing. Send Stamp As mt 
lustrated Catalogue to 
Rollstone Machine Co. 

45 WATER ST., 
Fitchburg, Massa. 
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“WILLIAM SELLERS & CO., Incorporated. 
PHILADELPHIA, PA 

BUILDERS OF 

MACHINE TOOLS FOR WORKING IRON AND STEEL, 

Improved TURNTABLES for LOCOMOTIVES, CARS and PIVOT BRIDGES. 
High Speed Power Traveling Cranes and Hand or Power Swing 

Cranes, Shafting, Pulleys, Hangers, &c., for transmission of 
power. Improved Self-Adjusting Injector of 1876, 

Self-Acting Injector of 1887. Fixed-Nozzle Auto- 
matic Injector of 1885. 

INJECTORS for ALL CONDITIONS of LOCOMOTIVE and STATIONARY SERVICE. 

TEC LAVGR ASTATERG
H Poe OHIO. 

Double, Single, Angle-Bar, 
Gang, Horizontal, Twin, 
Boiler, Spacing, Gate, 
Multiple, Belt and Steam- 
Driven 

Punches and Shears, 

OVER 300 SIZES. 
a ALSO 

Power Cushioned Hammer. 

Send for New Catalogue. 

PHOSPHOR-BRONZE 
INGOTS, CASTINGS & MANUFACTURES. 

THE PHOSPHOR BRONZE SMELTING CO. LIMITED 

512 ARCH ST. PHILADELPHIA PA.U.S.A. 

|; ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS OF PHOSPHOR- 
| Bro NZE IN THE UNITED STATES AND OWNERS 

OF THE U.S.PATENTS. 

77 GENUINE 
INGOTS & MANUFACTURES 

BEAR OUR 
REG.TRADE MARKS 

Phesphe ation e. 

THe Beckett Founpry & Macuine Co. 
8S. A. Beckett, President. ARLINGTON, NW. J. F, A. CHAPMAN, Sec. and Treas. 

Successors to THE BECKETT & McDOWELL MFC. CO. 
IRON FOUNDERS AND MACHINISTS 

MANUFACTURERS OF STEAM ENGINES AND GENERAL MACHINERY. SPECIALTIES : ORE-CRUSHING 
MACHINERY, STAMP MILLS AND MINING HOISTS. 

Having Extensive Foundry Capacity, we are prepared to contract for 
regular supply of Machinery Castings. 

DrcemBeER 1, 1888 

BEMENT, MILES & €0. 
PHIL Pes code gt PA. 

BUILDERS OF 

METAL-WORKING MACHINE TOOLS. 

RAILROAD SHOPS, 
LOCOMOTIVE AND CAR BUILDERS, 
MACHINE SHOPS, ROLLING MILLS, 
STEAM FORGES, 

BOILER SHOPS, 
WORKS, 

SHIP YARDS, 
BRIDGE 

ETC, 

Ey 

AS ME MACHINERY CO. 
CLEVELAND, OHIO. 

Manufacturers of **ACME’’ 

== Single & Double Automatic Boltcutters, 
Cutting from 3-8 in. to 6 in. diameter, 

Also SEPARATE HEADS and DIES. 
Se -_ for Catalogues and Discounts. 

PAT. DEC. 6, 
PAT. DEC, 4, 1 
PAT. AUG, 25 

607 MARKET ST., 

RALLAOAD SU v1 

- NEW CATALOGUE NOW READY. 

PALMER, CUNNINGHAM & CO., L’d. 

PHILADELPHIA, P \, 

fb 

wes 

(WW 

WMG uy Kg 
=| 

~ and 

OFFICE, 133 S. 4th St. 
20,000 Packings in use on Locomotives, Stationary 
Marine Engines, 

ANDREW GRAY, Pres. W. H. Hollis, Treas. E. P. MONROE, Gen’l Mana 

A). §. METALLIC PACKING C0. 

Philadelphia, Pa. 
WORKS, 435 N. Broad St. 

£90) Z1 INNf olVd 
tances?” ‘par 

Section of cope 
paitey s and other hard places. 

er-Wire-Sewed Light Double Soisien,. specially adapted to use on « 
Manufactured by the PACE BeLTI 

Also manufacturers of Staple and Special Grades of Leather Belting, 
NA BRAND’? Lacing, and the ‘HERCULES’? Lacing. Send for Catalogue No.2 

cco. 
ne 

° Concord, 

SHAFTING, HANGERS, 

AND PULLEYS A SPECIALTY. 

FIRST-CLASS IN EVERY RESPECT. 

Send Specifications for Estimates before Contracting. 

THE LANE & BODLEY CO. 
EAST SIDE JOHN, Corner WATER ST., CINCINNATI, 0. 

ACHINER 

For Reducing and Pointing Wire, 
ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO POINTING WIRE 

RODS AND WIRE FOR DRAWING. 
For Machines or information, address 

ANTI-FRICTION 

=| ole or Thrust Bearing 
FOR 

Lathes, Drills, Worm the manufacturer, 

Shafts of Elevators or 
sats of Rerators or) | BS. W. GOODYEAR, Waterbury, Ct. 

Stones, Water Wheel and . 
Propeller Shafts. Exhaust Tumbling Barrels. 
Bearings of all sizes made to = 

order, and patent rights for » 
= Henderson Bros, 

G. L. BROWNELL, MANUFACTURERS, 
WORCESTER, MASS. 

Correspondence Solicited. WATERBURY, CT. 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. MONTGOMERY & CoO., 
105 FULTON ST., NEW YORK 

TOOLS, SUPPLIES NO MACHINERY 

FOR ALL BRANCHES OF THE MECHANICAL TRADES. 

SIMPSON’S CENTRIFUGAL EXHAUST HEAD. 

Thoroughly entraps water 
rand grease from the ex- 
| haust of a steam engine 

without back pressure, pre- 
venting them from spraying 
on the sidewalks and roofs 
of buildings ; it protects the 
latter from injury, and pass- 
ers by from annoyance 
and damage. Send for cir- 
cular to 

KEYSTONE ENGINE & MACHINE WKS., 
Sth and Buttonwood 8Sts., Phila., Pa., 

Or ARTHUR APPLETON, Selling Agen’, 

Illustrated Catalogue (300 pages) mailed on receipt o 
Fourteen Cents. 

SMOOTH %& 
INSIDE & OUT, “S 

45 Cortlandt Street, N. Y. 

OSGOOD DREDGE 00., - ALBANY, N. Y. 
RALPE B. A saeep. Pres. JAMES H. BLESSING, Vice-Pres. 

EN E. HOWE, Secretary and Treasurer. 
anufac turers of 
ITCHING ERRICKS, 

Etc., Etc. MACHINES, 

OPEN SIDE 

IRON PLANERS 

FOR QUICK DELIVERY. 
’x25"xX 6ft. Size '*c.” 

30" - ® x 8ft. Size“c.” 
30” x25''x10 ft. Size ‘*C.” 
egpy? x & ft. Sine a 
s’x80'’x10 ft. Size * 
"'x36'’x10 ft. Size ** 
“"x36''x14 ft. Size “ E, 
’x48"’x121t. Size “EK. 1.” 
"x48"x14 ft. Size “E, 1.” 

ae 
Excavators, 

fm font ww. s 9 

Si 

WRITE FOR PRICES, PHOTOTYPES, Etc. 

Detrick & Harvey, 

EAGLE 

ANVIL 

033 WORKS, 

=yenten ’ 

The Eagle 
anvil. —Bes 
Cast Steel 
Face & Steel 
Horn. Better 
than any Eng- 
lish anvil. 
Fully war- 
ranted and 
lower price. 

t a 

N.d. 

The Fisher Double Screw Leg 
Vise.—Warranted stronger grip 
than any other Vise. 
parallel and cannot be broken, 

Send for Circulars, 

Always 

. =H ——_8s =~ 

SHEPARD’S NEW $60 

SCREW-CUITING Foor LATHE. 
Foot and Power Lathes, Drill Press- 

es, Scroll-saw Attachments, Chucks, 
Mi: andre ls, Twist Drills, Dogs, Calipers, 
Lathes o m Grial. Lathes on payment. 

for catalogue of Outfits 
. for Amateurs or Artisans. 

Started in.” 
stantly with 
a match. NO BOILER. 

NO STEAM. 

NO DANGER. 

Fuel, Crude 
Petroleum or 

Kerosene. 

=j Cheaper than 
all others. 

BINGHAMTON HYDRAULIC POWER CO. 
BINCHAMTON, N. Y., U. S.A., 

SOLE MANUFACTURERS, 

BALTIMORE, MD. 
com BINATION DREDGE. 

KERC 

pum 
making ice cream, etc 
tion this paper. 
free. 
SHIPMAN ENGINE co., | 

92 Pearl St., Boston, 

SHIPMAN 

Automatic Steam Engine, 
SENE OIL FOR FUEL, 

Over 2,500 in Use. 
1, 2, 4,6,8, & 12 Hors 
For Farmers, Printers, M’f’rs, 

ying water, sawing wood, 
» Power. 

Me n 
Catalogue 

Ty, 
NATIONAL 

AUTOMATIC 
TOO 

2 

THEBES" 

PREMIUM-AT- EVERY -E “EXPOSITION 
— CATA LOGUES-ON-APPLICATION — 

BOLD #Sia reds 

os fore se UPSET it ERS" 
— > CARRIAGE: BOUT-MACIIINERY < 

HOT & COLD-A MATIC: NUT & WASHER-TAPPERS- OF EVERY STYLED 
WIRE: NAIL: MACHIN ES 

HE ONLY SPECIA | 
FURNISHING: COMPLETE: PLANTS | 

A 

THeNAT ONAL MACHINERY (o 

LNG 

Can be Used in any Ho 
Spindle Lathe. WIRE aia 

(= PATD SEP: 
O.COLL! NS. 

A Manufactured by utomatic Wire Straightening} COLLINS-GIBBONS MFG. C 
and Cutting Machinery, | 20So. 2nd St., St. Louis, 

0 

KORTING GAS 

ENGINE. 

1 to 100 Horse Power. 

The Korti 

is placed up 
its merits a 

antee to eve 
purchaser. 

OVER 125 IN 
IN N.Y, CITY 

CATALOGUES 

LIMITED. 

| 429, 431 & 433 Greenwich Stree 

Cor. Laight Street, NEW YORK CITY. 

Gas Engine 

under full guar 
- 

yn 
APPLICATION. 

 KORTING GY 

ENGINE Cl. 

’ ? 
ra 
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NEW. TANGYE “BUCKEYE AUTOMATIC CUT-OFF ENGINES. | 
In Use, Over 1,000. 25 to 1,000 H. P. 

These engines are the combined result of long ex- 
perience with automatic cut-off regulation, and most 
careful revision of all details. They are designed and 
constructed for heavy and continuous duty at medium 
or high rotative speeds. Highest attainable Economy 

., in Steam Consumption and superior regulation guar- 
= anteed. Self-contained Automatic Cut-off Engines 

12 to 100 H.P. for driving Dynamo Machines a specialty. 
Illustrated Circulars, with various data as to practical 
Steam Engine Construction and performance, free by 
mail. Address, BUCKEYE ENGINE CO., Salem, Ohio. 

301 TELEPHONE BUILDING, | N. W. ROBINSON, 154 Washington St., Chicago, Ill. 
§ SALES AGENTS» W. ‘. SIMPSON, 18 CORTLANDT STRERT, N. Y. { ROBINSON & CARY, St, Paul, Minn, 

KENSINGTON ENCINE WORKS, LIMITED, PHILADELPHIA. 
scle Licensees and Manufacturers for New Jersey (South of Trenton), Eastern Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland and rages. 

THE ALBANY Steam TRAP C0.’s 

BUCKET AND GRAVITATING 

TRA F&F BS. 

ee 5, Automatically drain the water of 
| {42 condensation from HEATING COILS 

q and return it to the boilers, whether 
the coils are above or below the water 
level in boiler, Joing eye with pumps 
and other mechanical devices for such 
purposes, Send also for Circulars of 

« Blessing’s Renewable-Seat Stop and . 
Check Valves, Pamp Governors, and ° 
Water Circulator and Purifier. 

Caen — Albany Steam Trap Co.x?4.” "an a 

“OTTO” GAS ENGINE WORKS. 

SCHLEICHER, SCHUMM & &0., > 
Oke 33d and Walnut Sts., Branch Office, 130 Washington St., 

> PHILADELPHIA. CHICAGO. 

OVER 25,000 ENGINES IN USE. 

F CUARANTEDD proces! S.No oe ee 

RICE AUTOMATIC CUT-OFF ENGINE. 
Self-Contained. Sensitive Governor. 

Balanced Valve. High Speed. 
Stationary Oilers. Best Economy. 

Gold Medal Cincinnati: Exposition, 1884, 

THE JOHN T. NOYE MFG. C0., 
BUFFALO, N. Ye 

PALL AUTOMATIC CUT-OFF ENGINES, 

ERIE, PA. 
The characteristics of these Engines are Beauty of Design, Superior Pe Finish, Limited Feet in Space 

required, Economy of Fuel, Perfection of Regulation. 

CHARLES R. VINCENT & CO., 
NEW YORK SELLING OFFICE, 15 CORTLANDT STREET. 

COATES’ PATENT LATHE ATTACHMENT FOR 

CURTIS RETURN pov TRAP) “TURNING CROSS-HEAD PINS 

sone wre ny ee 

ir pra aise rare Can attach machine to or 
Manufactured by remove it from any ordinary 

CURTIS REGULATOR CO. 
_ engine lathe in five minutes. 

Boston, Mass. 

An ordinary shop, in build 
/ ing engines, will save price of 

machine in 3 months’ time. 
An ordinary apprentice can 

operate machine perfectly 
well,and turn out first-class 
work. 
Above features guaranteed. 109 Liberty St., N. Y. 

GON. 4th St., Phila., Pa. i zone for circular and price 
st. 

108 6th Ave., Chicago, Ill. SALESMEN WANTED, SEND FOR CONTRACT AND BLANK ORDERS, 
210 S. 2dSt., Minneapolis, Minn. BAY STATE IRON WORKS 

b] 
707 Market St., St. Louis, Mo, Licensees and Manufacturers, 

Senda for Circular No. 17. ERIE, PA. 

THE PORTER-HAMILTON, 

General Agencies: 

16 in.x42in, Planer. Bridge port, new. 
22 in.x4-5 and 6 ft. Powell, 
241n.x6 ft. bd Powell, 
30 in. x8ft. ** each Atherton, Powell & H. & P. new. 
%6 in xl2ft, “ Niles, Al 
zeal xl4ft. Enterprise, cheap 
12 in. xd 1-2 ft, Rngine Lathe, 8S. M. & Uo new. 
1 x6 ft. + 4 os 
| xt ft. - Ames sad = . —= * 
14 in.x6 ft. “ Blaisdell, a“ ————— : 
14 in. x7 ft. “ ‘G sposert, ie can - The Best Engine in America for Heavy Work. 

x6 ft 7a ec M. 0. - 
x6 and & ft. > Porter, " WILLIAM TOD & Cco., 
x6and8 ft. “ Blaisdell, si 

1.0 in. x6-8-10 & 12 ft, Bridgeport, “ Youngstown, Ohio. 
xR-10-12 ft. Different Makes, “ 
x5-10-14ft. ad ifferent Makes, 

2 ang, senate Bed “ sridgeport, <P DR SS. 
> «12 Niles, heavy, good. g PAT OP PRE 
2 in. xk. 0 38 1412 Bridgeport, ae Md NESONN. Bin x1? Wright, BEECHER & PECK, CONN. 
24 1n.xl4 it 20 ft. Ames, 5 
us Dn 6 & isft. pine LAE T. 4&8. “ DROP RORGINGS OF IRON 
2 davis, = 
2 28 inch Drills Blaisdell, bs OR STEEL 
2 48 32inch “ &8. “ BEECHER & PECK, NEW HAVEN CONN. 

t (rm U wiveqen) -— Drill . ye ey 
/ t Turret Lathe, Lodge, Davis & Co. “ ’ 
a Screw Machine, Jones, Lomeon & Co, es BAKER § COMMON 
: rown & Sharpe. * 
No.2 Garvin Hand Miller, Al. = \ ’ Garvin Har AL. SENSE OIL FILTER. 
Lincoln Pattern, good order. Is the most Simple, Neat, 
a ‘and 8 Universal “Miller, Brown & Sharpe, new. Ornamental, Effective, 
' 2and 6 Plain ‘ Complete and C onventent 
N Universal G rinder, 2 at OIL FILTER in the Mar- Surface Grinder, 
Cold Rolled Shafting in Stock. Send 

for list. Write for what is wanted. 

E. P. BULLARD, 

02 COLLEGE PLACE & 72 WARREN ST., 

ket. The whole operation 
is visible, and any ordinary 
man can operate it success= 
fully. It will pay for itself the 
first year, if a little pains is taken 
to catch the waste oil from your 
Engine, Dynamo, Shafting, etc., 
etc. Manufactured and for sale 
by CHAS, F, BAKER, 

MACHINIST 

“iséS é PHILLIPS 

[Ron Works 

SP Sontl 1SSa. 

<1 "ENGIN BS 

eSsUre. 

sep. Cmporns 

=~ TUBULAR BOILERS. * 

Eclipse Corliss Engine. 

WON-CONDENSING, 
CONDENSING COMPOUND. 

40 TO1, 1,000 H.P. 

Send for Circulars. 

E. P. HAMPSON & CO., 
36 CORTLANDT ST., 

NEW YORK, 

Sole Eastern Agents. 

JOHN J. METZCER, 
69S. ClintonSt., Chicago, 
WESTERN ACENT. 

FRICK COMPANY, Builders, 
WAYNESBORO, PA. 

: A GHNUINE “CORLISS.” 

STATIONARY BOILERS, 
GENERAL MACHINERY, 
iRON AND BRASS CASTINGS 

NEWYORKOFFI(E, © 
Room 6, 

COAL AND IRON EXCHANGE, 
Cor.CorTLANDT & CHURCH ST. 

| ERY mC \ WB U, 
OBERT (HITEHILE, "BUR, 

A WurAeTURER OF pROVED 

comages WNES|/ 

JOHN McLAREN, 
-——BUILDER OF —— 

CORLISS 

Engines, 

AIR 

_ Compressors 
and 

BOLLERS, 
HOBOKEN, N. J- 

HARLES Mi LYS 

Se 

SSANW ST. % NEW Yoru: 

S TEAMS MFG CO. 

ENGINES from 15 to 400 Rice a 
Boilers of Steel and Iron supplied to the 

’ trade or the user. Send for Catalogue. 

SAW MILLS GENERAL MACHINERY 
NEW YORK STORE, 46 Cortlandt St. 

American Standard Gauge & Tool Works, Wilmington, Del. 
Makers of Implements for Standard Measurements. 

Over 
85,000 

in 
Use. Flat Bar Gauge. 

Crescent Gauge. JAS. A. TAYLOR & CO, 

FRICTION CLUTCH PULLEYS, 
HOISTING ENGINES, 

ELEVATORS, 
STEAM AND 

NEW YORK. 223 Third Ave., 8, E., Minneapolis, Minn, 

BELT POWER. 

THE D. FRISBIE COMPANY, 
114 Liberty Street, - New York, 

HILL, CLARKE & 0. 

LIST OF SECOND-HAND 

MACHINERY. 

One American Tool Co. Brass Lathe, 14” 
swing 5’ bed, with chasing bar, chucks, 
slide rest and hobs. 

One Windsor Planer, 24''x24''x3}' long. 
One Bement Planer, 30 x30''x8’. 
Two Shapers, 24” Stroke. 
One Bickford Upright Drill, 28” swing complete. 
One Radial Drilling Machine, 4’ arm, made 

by Universal Radial Drill Co. 
One Harrington 4-spindle Gang Drill, univer- 

sal and automatic. 
One Brainard No. 44 Milling Machine, with 

vise and centers. 
One Peerless Pipe Machine to cut up to 3 

diameter. 
One new Gleason Lathe, 37) swing, 14’ bed, 

on hand; special bargain. 

156 OLIVER STREET, 

BOSTON, MASS. 
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BROWN & SHARPE WM’F’C CoO., 
PROV ERLE R. I. 

MICROMETER CALIPERS. 

No. 2, Price, $4.50, in Morocco Case, $5.00 
No.4, “ 5.00, - 5.50 
These Calipers are, for many purposes, more con 

venient than Vernier Calipers, and are recom 
mended to all persons desiring pocket instruments 
forg 1ick and accurate measurements. 
The gauge screws are encased, and protected 

from dirt and liability to injury. Means ot adjust 
ment are provided to compensate for wear. 
The Calipers are shown full size in cut, and 

measure all sizes less than one half inch. They 
are grac dh 1ated to read to thousandths of an inch, 
but one-half and one quarter thousandths are read- 
ily estimated. 
The decimal equivalents stamped on frame are 

very convenient, and render possible the immediate 
ex pre ssion © f readings, in &ths, l6ths, 32dsand 64ths, 
The No. 2 is also gre iduated to hun« irec iths of a mil- 

limeter, Metric measure, instead of to thousandths 
otaninch, When so grt duated, the table of decimal 
equivalents is omitter 

The No mititsai Tile convenient for measuring 
smatl projections on a plane surface or for gauging 
unde ra shoulder. 

Sold by ali leading Hardware and Instru- 
ment Dealers. 

WESTERN ACENT, 

S.A. SMITE, 
23 S. Canal St., Chicago, Ill. 

“ Beeun Sharpe Mfg. ies 
Providence.B.L 

HAMIL TON, 
OHIO. NILES TOOL WORKS,““! 

NEWYORK. CHIG \GO, PHILA. BOSTON 

The Original Unvuleanized Packing 

CALLED THE STANDAR 

Accept no packing as JENKINS PACKING unless 
4 stamped with our ‘“‘ Trade Mark.”’ 

* st es tae BT. Ry Ut JENKINS BROS. jy hcP10hQROR 

SHAPERS, ENGINE LATHES AND DRILLS. 

LODGE, DAVIS & C0., CINCINNATI, OHIO. 
20 ine hvu prig rht Drills. 25 inch Back Geared, 

4 “ . 24 and 
m | os 28, 32 and 40 inch Power Feed Drills. 

. = Wy 

—As it isthe Packing by which 
all others are compared. 

1 JOHN yt T, N. ¥. 
108 MILK STREE t, BOSTON. 

WRITE FOR PCE, 
If WILL PAY YOU. 

32” Stroke. “i 10”, 15", 20 a 
21" * , 

22 SHAPERS, 8”, 
ENGINE LATHES, 17”, 19", 

‘ 26”, 32” oz 24", 37 _——— 
15-Inch Crank Shaper. 

} EBERHARDT, ‘E.E. CARVIN & CO. 

Newark, N. enn 189 & 141 
a we ke » CENTRE STREET, 

NEW YORK, 
Manufacturers of 
MACHINISTS’ 

w TOOLS 

> SMALL 

?) AUTOMATIC 

MILLER, 
WITH ARM. 

The Machine shown in 
cut is designed for rapid 
and convenient milling 
of small work. 

PATENT SHAPERS. 
Sizes, 10’, 15’’, 20’, 25° and 80’ in stock. 

NE ARLY 1.600 IN USE. 
GEAR AND RACK CUTTING TO ORDER, 

Send for Catalogue. 

30”, 42”. 

MACHINIST Decemser 1, 1888 

THE PRATT & WHITNEY CoO., 
HARTFORD, CONN,, 

Manufacture LATH ES of Various Sizes 

AND OF THE FOLLOWING KINDS. 
Hand, Engine for Turning and Screw Cutting, Cutting 09, 

Gap Bed, Pulley Turning and Boring, Turret-Head 
Engine and Chucking, Hand Wheel Rim Turning, 

Spinning, Grinding, Pattern Making, &c. 

— PRICE LIST AND DISCOUNT SHEET SENT UPON APPLICATION, 
WESTERN BRANCH, 100 west Washington Street, Chicago, Ils. 

THE 8 

ogg gata 

BILLINGS t 

DROP FORGED ¥ 

LATHE DOGS ae 

FROM BEST 

STEEL FOR 

FORGED 

THE PURPOSE 

ILLINGS & SPENCER Go 

HARTFORD, CONN. U.S.A. 

INI2 SIZES 

% up ame) 
AND 

INCLUDING 41N 
ALSO 

SLAMP = 
AND 

DIE DOGS 

DROP FORGINGS OF COPPER,IRON AND STEEL OF ALL DESCRIPTION 

WARNER & SWASEY, 

CLEVELAND, OHIO, 

NUACHINE TOOLS 

For Iron and Brass Work. 

SMALL TOOLS & FIXTURES. 

Gear Cutting in all its Branches. 

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION. 

Se at a < e= 7 
Ea Ne Boe a e fi 
aw | 
a5: Jme i ke 3 E 
fe Zac Ui Sea) ) 
Oh % f 

~ A 

and Prices turnishe: 

Lowell, 

Manufacturer of ENGINE LATHES from 16 to 48 in. swi 

uti \ 
gs 
gu 
pou 
J 

wits on fas 

GEO. W. FIFIELD, 

Gear Wheels and Gear Catting.—I make 
order, or cut teeth on g blanks sent to me. 
all sizes to six ft. dm. 
cheap g._ Small cast g. Ready made brass g b 
prices. 
g, $1. 

g to 
Of all kinds. Of 

Small orders or large ones. Fine g or 
mail at low 

Hand Book on 
Send for cat. 
Boston, Masa. 

KEY-SEATING 

MACHINES, 
and 20-in. Drills 

A SPECIALTY. 
Our Key-Seating Machine 

will save enough in 60 days’ 
use to pay first cost; no 
shop can afford to do with- 
out one. We have now 
ready for prompt shipment 
both Key-Seating Machines 

Bevel g with perfect planed teeth. 
Facilities complete. Terms 

GEO. B. GRANT, 66 

REMOVAL. 

THE POND MACHINE TOOL COMPANY, 
Formerly of Worcester, Mass. 

The new shops of this company are located at 
Plainfield, N. J., forty minutes’ ride from New York 
city on the line Of the Central Railroad of N. J., a1 
consist of the following: 
A machine shop 500’ long by 100’ wide ; a foundry 

250’ long by 90’ wide; also commodious buildinys 
for the storage of sand, coal, coke and pig iro: 
ample and convenient wash rooms for the men ; fir 
proof two story pattern storage; blacksmith :ho)) ; 
engine and boiler houses. These buildings are d 
tached from the machine shop and foundry. Ther 
is an elevated railroad fur the convenient distribu 
tion of. raw materials, and a railroad running 
through the machine shop forshipping. The whol 
plant is supplied with the incandescent system «/ 
electric lighting. 
The machine sbop and foundry have overhea 

traveling cranes ro through their ent: 
lengths; also light traveling cranes, which sery: 
every tool, and a number of jib cranes in the fou: 
dry and scratch rooms. The foundry has capacit 
for making the heaviest class of castings. 

All our tools are expressly designed for t! 
economical manufacture of heavy machinery f{\)1 
railroad and general machine shop equipment, fro 
new patterns of the latest and best designs. 
SALESROOM and OFFICE, 111 & 113 Liberty St., N. Y. City 

NEW SHOPS, Plainfield, N. J. 

J. M. 

W. B. 

J. B. Prerce, 

ALLEN, Present. 

FRANKLIN, Vicre-PREsIDENT 

SECRETARY. 

NEW CATALOGUE 

MACHINE TOOLS. 

THE @, A. GRAY Co., 

STEEL CASTINGS, 

Photo. and Catalocan ©" | 477-481 SYCAMORE ST., CINCINNATI, 0 
W.P. DAVIS, See advertisement, page 18, 

NOBTH BLOOMFIELD, N. y. 

PRATT & LETCHWORTH, 
PROPRIETORS 

Buffalo Steel Foundry, 
BUFFALO, N. Y.- 

PUNCHING PRESSES, DIES. 

And other Tools for the Manufacture of all kinds of 

SHEET METAL GOODS, 

STILES & PARKER PRESS CO. 

DROP FORGINGS, 
~—ETC.— DROP HAMMERS. 

MIDDLETOWN, CONN. 

Branch Office and Factory 203, 205 and 207 CENTRE STREET, NEW YORE. 

J.M.CARPENTER Saeriiiiiiitiiitl 
PAWTUCKET.R. I. 

Manufacturer 
—of— 

APS & DIE 

itil 


